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ABSTRACT
Two approaches to the tcaching of emerging literacy were invcst;gatcl.1.
Forty children. all four yc:ns of age, enrolled in a 51. John's pre·school were
randomly assigned 10 one of two programs. "The subject.' in the experimenlal.
whole language approach to literacy, and the subjects in the romrol or tr;uJitiunal
approach program received 12 .....eeks of instruction. Prior to. :Ind :11 the
completion of, the [Wclvc week period of instruction all subjects were tesled using
the Test of Early Reading Ability (TERA), the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test·
Revised (PPVT·R). and an investigator designed test of writing ability. 'nle
writing ability scale was comprised of three sub-scales which measured language
level, message quality, and principles ofwriling direction.
The results showed th;lt the whole language group scmed significantly
higher on the tests of writing ability than did the control group. Within the sub-
scales of the writing sample analysis, the experimental group scored significantly
higher on measures or language level and message quality, hut showed no
significant difference from the control group in terms of me:lSures of principles of
writing direction. There were no significant differences between the two groups on
the PPVf-R and TERA tests.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction to the Study
Many parents today are aware of the advantages of exposing young children
to a pre-school program, but selecting a program thai best meets the needs of both
the chUd and the parent often poses problems. According 10 Machado (l'J8S),
parents are concerned about program seleetior. because they believe that early,
high quality, educational opportunities provide a sound base for later learning.
When selecting a pre-school program, parents often have several objectives
in mind. They may wish to provide a widening circle of friends with whom their
child can develop social skills, or they may wish to provide time in a stimulating
environment. Often, however, a major objective is to provide experiences that will
prepare the child for entry into the school system. Many parents tend 10 have a
narrow view of what constitutes preparation for school entry and will concentrate
on finding a pre-school which stresses concrete achievements such as the mastcry
of reading readiness skills.
The devclopment of specific reading readiness skills lies at one end of a
spectrum of ideologies of developing literacy, while at the othcr cnd is the holistic
approach to literacy learning. Within Ihis spectrum, the reading readiness and
whole language approaches predominate and, typiC-ally, any given pre-school will
use only one of these methods. The more traditiOl:"l1 method of instruction is
through the direct teaching of isolated reading readiness skills, which is often
referred 10 as the skills approach to learning. The second, and more recent
method, is based on the belief that children learn to read and write in a
stimulating environment where they are encouraged to explore and experiment
with both oral and wrinen language. This is referred to as the whole language
approach to literacy.
A pre-school program should, theoretically, incorporate the method thai
best meets the needs of children. Developing such a program then become~ a
major concern for the pre-school teacher. Knowledge of how children become
literate, knowledge of the importance of print in the child's environment, and
knowledge of the significance of creating an environment that compliments the
learning that has occurred prior to entering pre-school would all be useful in
designing such a program.
Harste, Woodward and Burke (1984) studied how pre-schoolers develop
Ihe ability to read and write. When their ~ubjeets were asked to write letters,
names and stories, the researchers observed that they were able to represent their
ideas on p3per and then read them. These children were attempting to make
sense of their world by responding in the Dest possible way they could. Their
responses represented the beginning stages of literacy, or emerging literacy as it is
often called. Being able to recognize these early attempts at reading and writing is
fundamental in the development of an effective pre-school i ·rogram.
The print a child encounters in the environment is another importam aspect
of early literacy development. Many pre-schoolers can identify print frequently
seen such us labels on milk cartons, road signs and names of sup~rmarkets_ As a
result of such exposure to print, children acquire some knowledge of written
1:lOguage Defore they enter pre-school. They have also observed others around
them using print in activities ~uch as writing a shopping list and this observation is
inSfrumental in their understanding of its functions. As well, young children come
to understand what reading and writing are all about because they have shared
beddme stories with an adult and have experienced positive feedback when
experimenting with writing. From this it becomes apparentthut the home plays a
major role in providing young learners with exposure to print. However. 3n
effective pre-school program is one that also accommodates those children who
have not engaged in such cady literacy experiences at home. Therefore,
maintaining continuity between the home environment and the prc.schoul
environment is important in the promotion of early literacy acquisition.
The benefits of a language rich environment were investigated by Durkin
(1970) who duplicated a positive home learning environment in a pre-kinuergarten
setting. The results of her stuuy indicated that the children in this environment
had higher reading scores by the time they reached grade four than those who diu
not experience the simulated home environment. Durkin's study demonstrates the
potential of children's language abilities when they have been exposed to a
simulated home environment that encourages reading to children and provides
writing opportunities. This kind of information is useful when creating un
environment that is conducive to the acquisition of literacy. If the pre-schooler is
aware that the print on the grocery labels at the supermarket has meaning and
recognizes the link between the labels and the parental shopping list, the child
probably has begun to understand the importance and function of th~. printed
word. The opportunity to imitate the real-world use of print in a play situation is a
vital step in the development of literacy. The child may then be encoura~ed to
read and write in a variety of other play situations such ns the play office or the
play post office.
Early childhood educators are becoming increasingly aware of the
significance of the knowledge that young children bring to pre-school und are
attempting to reinforce Ihis knowledge through the simulation of a positive home
environment in the d~room. Since the ability 10 read and write is dependent on
children learning the function of print, the specific activities utilized in the
program should reflect this learning. Children's past experiences and their
knowledge of language and how it works must be considered when designing a pre·
school program lhat encourages the development of literacy.
Today there are increasing numbers of children registered in pre·school
programs. Parents usually select a pre·school to meet their own needs as well as
those of their children. Close proximity to the work·place may be a priority for
parents who use pre·school programs as a child care service. TIlcse parents often
place a secondary emphasis on program content and suitability. Olhers enroll
their children specificnlly for pre-school enrichment.
While Ihere are many reasons for deciding to send children to pre-school,
learning to read seems to take priority. There is a concern that some parents are
placing too much emphasis on having very young children become readers
(Konlos, 1986). As a result they often select a pre-school program with a Slrong
academic focus where reading readiness skills such as letler recognition and word
identificalion are 13ught. There is a perceived need for such p.ograms because of
the children who have missed the December 31st deadline for kindergarten enlry.
II is sometimes hoped that Ihe successful completion of reading readiness skills in
an academic pre·school program will permil the child to begin fonnal schooling
the following year by entering grade one ralher than kindergarten. However, not
all parents believe in the academic or skills based approach 10 pre-school
education. The contrasting opinion is to give children the opportunity to develop
intellectually, socially, emotionally and ph~ical1y at their own rale and 10 make
kindergarten entry a pleasant and enjoyable experience. As supporters of the child-
centred approach to learning, thesr. parents have raised concerns about the pre-
school programs that are teacher-directed, but nrc unsure if the child's reading,
writing and vocabulary will be enhanced in an environment where play is
advocated. It may be perceived that the whole language approach involves too
much play and not enough learning. This perception may be due to the lack of
program information being made available to parents.
In addition, there are pre-school teachers who are aware of parents'
expectations to have their children rend and write, but at the same time are
uncertain which approach to learning is more effective in meeting this expectation.
Still other pre-school teachers believe that reading instruction is the responsibility
of the public school system and view literacy development in this way.
The problem is that while there 3re educators who advo-;ate that the whole
language approach is a more viable introduction to literacy than a traditional skills
approach, there is little evidence to date to support this assertion. Although many
have written about the application of the whole language approach in the primary
grades, there is not as much literature indicating its potential effectiveness in pre-
school settings.
The PYll'ose of the Study
There is no program guide for pre-school education in Newfoundland and
until 1984, there was no allowance for the specific training of pre-school leachers.
These deficiencies were alleviated with the opening of the Early Childhood
Training Centre at the Community Service Council and the implementation of the
Early Childhood Education program at the Cabot Institute. These separate
programs are government funded and have provided qualified early childhood
educators for Nev.foundland's pre-school centres, As parents ~;eek appropriate
pre-school programs and teachers seek the most effective pre-school methods of
learning, it becomes evident that guidelines are needed. It is hoped that the results
of this research will provide some support for the formulation of guidelines for
both parents and teachers.
In 1985 the Newfoundland Department of Education completed its
Kindergarten Guide. The document recommends that children be provided wilh
experiences which will continually improve their reading, writing and vocabulary
skills. Since pre·school educators strive to accomplish these same objectives, it is
hoped that this study will provide an approach to beginning literacy which is
acceprable to both programs. Ideally, the program would be instituted at the pre-
school level and continued into kindergarten.
If pre-school education is to provide an effective foundation for future
educational experiences, it is necessary to examine the two methods of instruction
CtIrrcntly used in pre·schools. This study addressed the question of whether the
emergent reading and other language arts competencies of pre·school children
were more responsive to a whole language program than to a traditional basic
skills program. In particular the study addressed the following questions.
1. Is the meaning vocabulary acquisition of pre-school children more
responsive to a whole language program than to a traditional skills program?
2. Is the early reading acquisition of pre-school children more responsive to
n whole language program than to a traditional skills program?
3. Is the beginning writing acquisition of pre-school children more
responsive to a whole language program than to a traditional skills program?
1
Definitjon ofIerms
The following key lerms have been used throughout this study.
Traditjonal Approach
The traditional approach to learning focuses on the maslery of reading
readiness skills in order to develop literacy in pre-schoolers. These skills include
the recognition of colours, shapes. letters and numbers. classification, sequencing.
rhyming, and visual and auditory discrimination. This approach uses many
commercially made materials to teach children to read and wrile. The terms skills
based approach and traditional approach are used interchangably Ihroughout this
thesis.
Whole Language Approach
The whole language approach is child centered and develops reading anc.!
writing abilities through the child's use of language. This approach, which atlempts
to duplicate the positive home learning environment, encourages the liberal use of
children's books, exposure to writing using invented spellings, and allows ch.ildren
to learn at their own pace.
In this study a pre-schooler is a child ranging from three to five years of age
inclusive.
Emerging ( iteracy
Emerging literacy is the child's first attemplS at reading and writing. This
is exhibited in reading-like and writing-like behaviors.
Limitations of Ihe Study
The sample used in this study represents a middle class group of children.
Although there is financial assistance available to families who are unable to meet
the costs of pre·school education, many do not avail of it and consequently the
sample was not a cross section of socioeconomic groups; that is, the 40 pre-
schoolers in the study were not representative of the total pre-school population.
Because of the nature as well as the size of the sample, it was not possible to
generalize the results obtained to all pre·school programs.
Since it was not possible to control environmental print outside the pre·
school selling, all subjects saw language used in a meaningful way. As pre·
schoolers and their families went about their everyday activities of shopping,
reading traffic signs, reading restaurant menus, reading sign boards and writing
cheques and messages, children were being exposed to print. Individual families
share different language experiences than other families and this could not be
controlled.
1)1e previously established routine of the pre·school in this study meant that
both groups utilized the same program room, but at different times. This meant
that both the control and experimental groups encountered considerable
environmental print within the room, This included logos and signs of
supermarkets a·,.:1 restaurants, traffic signs. washroom signs, directional signs such
as in, out, up, dO\\,'tl, on and off as well as the labelling of furniture and lays.
An....Qxc:rview of the: Thesjs
The remainder of the thesis win provide an overview of the whole langui\gc
and traditional methods of instruction and will identify the research aPPwi\ch
taken by the investigator. A theoretical background to the research will be
provided through a review of the related literature concerning tbe ways in which
children learn language and how this relates to literacy acquisition. Since this study
is concerned with the developmeut of early literacy in pre·schoolers, the stages of
early reading and writing will be addressed. The background material will also
compare the pros and cons of traditional and whole language Olpproaches to pre·
school education.
The study experimentally compares two approaches to the teaching of
literacy 10 pre·schoolers, by way of a pretest-posttest e~perimenlal anti control
group design. Pretests were administered to both groups and after a treatment
period of twelve weeks, posttests were conducted. The data analysis is followed hy
a discussion oflhe results and suggestions for additional research are outlined.
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CHAPTER II
Review of Lileralure
The two approaches to beginning literacy thai arc being used in most early
chilli hood programs are the skills method anu {l,le whole language methot!. Since
nlllllll$C language in different ways when lcaching childre:n to read and write, it is
necessary In describe each method in dClail before their relative merits are
assessed in a pre-school selling. This section presents the findings of prominent
cuucato~ in both these approaches. As background to the study, langu:lge
Ic'lTlling. including vocabulary development and the stages of early reading and
writing are discussed.
Ejlrly Lilngllage learning and I j!erRLV Acquisition
Children come to kindergarten with prior knowledge of oral and written
[;Inguage and early literacy instruction should build upon that existing knowledge
(lAmke, 19H6; Forrester & Reinhard, 1985; Goodman, 1986; Holdaway, 1979;
Murrow. 1989; Shapiro & Doiron, 1987; Weiss & Hagan, 1988)_ Findings from
rl:,<,carcb on I,mguage acquisition are imporlant to pre-school education, since they
illdkate that literucy le.uning begins at birth and continues throughout life.
Therefore, un understanding o~ how literacy emerges in the pre-school years is a
prerequisite for developing pre-school programs. An examination of how children
learn language amI how this development is paralleled in stages of early reading
and writing is also required.
The child comes 10 pre-school wilh language learned through past
c.\periences. Both written ami spoken language are acquired through repeated
\l
exposure to adults using language in meaningful ways. Beginning al birth. the child
attempts to understand the world. The first time the infant respomls 10 a mother's
speech represents early endeavors at understanding language. A5 the mother
speaks to her infant, she uses language in a flowing oatuml manner. orten the
infant responds with gestures, such as pursing the lips. raising an eyehrow or
smiling. The parent will then interpret these gestures as an effort 10 communicate
and respond with words of approval. Patterns of behavior such as this occur
repeatedly as the child attempts to make sense of speech in the envimnmcnl.
These early responses by the infam represent the beginning stages of literacy
(Holdaway, 1979). Verbal responses are in the form of bubbling oml. Ihrnugh a
series of approximations and reinforcements. children evcmu:Jlly improve Iheir
altemplsat using spoken language (Goodman. 1986). As babhlings are reinfnrced.
children see learning to speak as an important part of everyd:Ly life.
Parents aid young children in their language learning in three ways (Shapiro
& Doiron, 1987). The first is through scaffolding, that is, by providing
opportunities for children to improve language. Peak-a·boo games and piclure
book reading are examples of sC3ffoiding as children are encouruged to parlicipate
in conversation during these language learning activities. Children need
considerable opportunity 10 practice language and in scaffolding Ihe aduh sets the
framework for language 10 occur. The second method is modelling which
encourages children to imitate til.. adult in the reoonstruclion of what has heen
heard in Iheir environment. As children learn 10 speak they modellhosc in Iheir
home and community whom they have heard speak or with whom they have
spoken. The third technique is direct instruction where the adult model has the
child repeat an lItterame. Feedback helps the child improve speech pallerns as
the adult confirms what has been said while expanding and elaboraling.
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Parents also aid children in their language learning by providing examples
of activities for them to model (Forester & Reinhard. 1985). Children quickly
le:lfo the :lppropriate setting to attempt "bye-bye" ami "thank-you" because Ihe
selling is familiar and the action has meaning. When children create their own
lunguage in these settings the p:lrents give positive reinforcement fOf
appro:dm:lIillns rather than insist that the child correct the response. As the child's
oral language skills continue 10 develop there is often evidence of an over
generalization of language rules. This is evident in their use of "fOOlS· for "feet"
and "goed" for "went", Based on the language they hear in their environment.
children generalize, unknowingly. that all plurals have "s~ anti the past tense always
codsin "ed",
Children build amI extend their oral vocabulary by playing with language.
They try OUI new words. play with rhymes and poems, sing. listen to music, engage
in dramatic and construction play und !isten to stories, As they continue this
lanSIl:lge play. children establish a foundution of sound patterns on which speech
can grow. Through observ<llions of <Iuults in the environment, children will
attempt lO use vocabulary as soon as a meaning Can be attached to it. For
cX<lmple. a child may use the word "honey" correctly in a particular situation,
totally unaware that it has more than one me<lning. When the second meaning is
te<lrned. the child uses the word comfonably in thai situation as well. Providing
children with extensive experiences and encouragement to talk helps to extend
their oral vocahulary. As children go about their daily activities, they are learning
vocabulary, syntax, sounds and meanings of language (Pflaum. 1986). The noo-
corrective, no-fail environment of the home encourages experimentation with
vocabulary and syntax, the order and structure of word combinations.
1J
Reading can also be viewed as a "chicle for developing lilcracy. Many pr~·
schoolers respond to the print that bombards their environment. Some of (h~m
may already be able to read road signs. grocery labels and £:ist food signs.
Children as young as three arrive at tbe conclusion that written langu:lgc h:\S
meaning (Hante, Woodward &. Burke. 1984). A child may not be able to identify
every word in a road sign, but he or she is aware that it conveys a mes.-..agc 10 the
driver. When children observe others in literacy-related activities such as realJing
a road map or writing a shopping list, it has significance for them. This helps them
understand the relationship between written and spoken language <:and enables
them to see that both can serve the same function. As children learn l:lngu<.lge
they realize that prinl, like speech. carries a message and has a purpose.
It appears that children entering pre-school (or the first time bring wilh
them many experiences in language learning ar:d print awareness. Althuugh
parents and teachers are partners in children's education, parents are the child's
first teachers and models. It is extremely important to develop 3. positive
relationship between the home and the school at the pre-school level since pre·
schoolers still spend most of their time al home. Many aspects of the child's home
en~ronment influence early reading. If parents expose children to many forms or
written language, model reading behavior, read to their children often, and involve
them in quality verbal interactions their children will be better prepared for the
demands of school (Greanery, 1986).
According to psycllolinguists such as Goodman and Smith, reading is a
process in which the reader's knowledge of language is important as the reader
allempts to reconstruct the author's message. Language needs symbob which are
represented by sounds in spoken language and letters in written language. A
system 10 organize the symbols and a contexi of usage is also required. Symbols
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have no meaning alone. but in an orgailized system where they <Ire combined to
make words, they carry meaning 10 the reading or listening audience. Grammar is
the system of 1:mguage that includes the rules to make utterances understood and
is the most important thing a chiltllearns before entering school (Goodman, 1986).
Syntax allows children tn acquire vocabul:lry through experiences and to use the
new vocabulary in a stress· free environment. Since the home provides this
opportunity. psycholinguisis are suggesting that this same type of atmosphere be
reproduced in early childhood programs where literacy is being promoted.
There is interaction between the reader lind the written language during
reading anti children use prior knowledge to conStruct meaning from print
(Go(){lman. 19K6). Using what they know of the language structure, children test
how each word fits into Ihe contexl. There are three systems in wriUen language
with which chiluren become familiar. These are the graphophonic, syntactic. and
semantic systems (Goodman. 1986; Smilh. 1979). The graphophonic system is the
relationship hetween the sound and langu3ge patterns and the writlen form. The
syntactic system refers to Ihe grammatic31 relationship and function of sentence
patlerns or the rules that govern how words work together. The unuerlining
meaning that the words have for the reauer is represented by the semantic system.
A child who is learning to read uses these systems along wilh prior knowledge.
Children are always seeking meaning. When sounds and words are
attached 10 personal experiences, Ihey have meaning. Young children are able to
"read" a leiter they have written without 100 much difficulty. As children continue
to experiment with reading, they learn to make sense of the printed word. based on
\Vh..! they already know. Young readers learn to predict. select. confirm and self-
correct. They guess whal will occur next and continually. "monitor their own
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reading 10 see whether they guessed right or need to correct themselves to keep
making sense" (Goodman, 1986. p.38).
Comprehending the spoken word and making sense of the wrlnen WON is
part of the process of learning 10 read. Young children IC3m to read by reading
and being read to and it is Ihis practice with rcading that enables them to identify
words on sight. As children strive 10 increase their sight vocabulary, ;1 is
acceptable 10 read for them when they cannot read a word themselves. since the
prime objective in learning to read is to make sense of the printed worcJ (Smith,
1979). When they are unable to identify a word young children are encouraged to
rcad ahead to determine the general sense of the sentence and then go back and
try again if their prediction is incorrect. Although written language may have the
same basic vocabulary and grammatical struclure as spoken language, the
frequency of some words and structures may differ in wriuen language. Young
children can become familiar with these structures or the language of books by
having good literature read to them at a very early age. There is evidence of a
relationship between language and reading when children use book language,
invent words and talk a lot (Morrow, 1989).
Oral language development can be paralleled in written language
development as learning to write begins with scribbling in much the same way as
learning to speak begins with babbling (Durkin, 1966; Smith, 1982). Children
scribble as they attempt to put marks on the paper before they are uhle to prodlO~e
conventional letters and words. These scribblings should be seen as constructions,
since scribblings are also the beginnings of drawing and painting where the child
strives to create something new in the visual world. The scribbling eventually
becomes intentional at which time it is a representation. Through invention and
exploration children develop a method of writing which they understand.
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Therefore, learning to write cannol be seen as a progression from scribble to
leiters to words and sentences, but ralher an endeavour to understand the concept
of sentences before attempting letters and finally words (Smith. 1982). Creativity
is enhanced when children are encounlged to scribble in a natural and uninhibited
atmosphere.
Scribbling and drawing can also be viewed as the starting point of an
interest in literacy (Durkin, 1966). Children who live in a language rich
environment where they observe others using language in meaningful situations
have been observed making scribbles. drawings, random letters and invented
spellings in an attempt 10 model adult written communication. Reading and
writing skills can be viewed as building on each other in such instances. For
example. a young cllild may scribhle a letter to grandmother while siuing beside an
ulder sibling who is also writing a lener, perhaps as part of a homework task. The
child is able to "read* the letter to the sibling. A child's litemcy is nurtured in a
social environment where others can be observed engaged in literacy (Harste &
Woodward, 1986).
In summary, research from Doake (1986), Forester and Reinhard (1985),
Goodman (1986) and Smith (1979) indicates that even young readers can utilize
semantic and syntactic contents in their efforts to make print meaningful, This
information indicates that written language can be presented to children in such a
way that it can be connected with children's experiences to make the words
mcaningful. Spoken and written vocabulary is best developed in a meaningful
context where children have opporlUnities to use words, where they have many
experiences and where they are encouraged to talk, read and write. Just as
children learn spoken vocabulary, syntax and meaning during everyday
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experiences, so too they learn written vocabulary. Children develop vocabulary
naturally in their own way and at their own pace in a supportive environment.
Stages of Early Reading
The supportive environment, where children 3re encouraged to experiment
with reading and writing, plays an important role in the development of early
literacy. When Ihis model is evident in a pre-school setting, reading lmd writing
emerge naturally. In order 10 provide an environment that allow~ literacy \0
develop naturally it is necessary to be able to recognize the stages of early reading
and writing that occur in everyday context of the home and community. Similar
stages seem 10 emerge in children's early reading as in their early writing and they
seem to occur at about the same time. For example, the child who is able 10
narrate a favorite story while looking at the pictures and print, appears to be in the
early stages of reading. Similarly, the early stage of writing is evident when a child
can distinguish between scribbles and drawings indicating an awareness of the
difference between writing and illustration. Reading and writing enhance each
other as they are learned concurrently.
One of the most important aspects of early reading is the high level of
parental involvement in exposing children to book.~ at a very young uge (Doake,
1985). Beginning at birth, parents can provide children with a rich literacy
environment that enables reading to develop in a natural way. This environment is
created by reading to children from the day of birth. During story reading some
babies reach out to touch the book and appear to want to eat it, while others are
content to look at the book and listen 10 the story. If reading is repeated daily. in
the same place and the parent talks about the pictures while reading, the bahy will
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become familiar with story readings and look forward 10 them. As children grow
older, the responses to reading increase. They may be observed pointing to
pictures and making sounds as if naming the objects or characters in the book as it
is being read. These early experiences with reading arc warm and pleasurable for
the child and the parent.
Another way parents can provide children with a rich literacy environment
is 10 place books all over the house. If books are accessible to children in the
kitchen, bathroom, and play areas and they observe others in the home reading,
r.hiJdren develop an interest in reading and attempt to read themselves. In
addition to these early attempts at reading, children enjoy participating in the
reading of familiar stories, rhymes. and jingles. When parents provide children
with repeated readings, opportunities to choose favourites and an invitation to
participate. they have become involved in their child's early reading experiences.
Since many children enter kindergarten alre:l.dy reading, it is apparent that
the home and pre-school experiences both playa role in fostering this ability to
read. Doake (1985) has identified four stages that pre-schoolers go through as
they learn to read naturally. Firstly, they form positive and strong attitudes
towards boob. As mentioned earlier when referring to infants, story reading often
takes place in the parent's lap. To simulate this lap reading in pre·sthoolthe child
is encouraged to sit near Ihc teacher during SIOry reading. In both cases, story
reading is a positive experience for the child. Secondly, they become familiar with
the oral elements of written language by having favourite booles or nursery rhymes
read repeatedly. Children who have come to expect print to make sense seem to
enjoy reading along, and subsequently are able to reproduce the story. Such
retelling of stories is influenced by the characteristics of Ihe child's language,
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structure of the book, fumiliarity of the book and past experiences with hook.~
(Schickedanz, 1986).
Children's reproductions of the story will reflect their oral language, for
example, the word "felt" in a line fwm The very HyngryGller.pjJlar (Curle, 1969)
may be read as "feeled" if thai is the verb form that the child uses orally. If the
book has a predictable text which has repetition and rhyme. then the child is IT.ore
likely to be able to retell it. For example, The Very Hungry CaterpjlhlT has
repetitive text and patterns, "On Monday he ute one apple. But he was still
hungry. (page 6) On Tuesday he ate two pears. But he was still hungry. (page 7)"
This sentence pattern is repealed throughout the book. The more frequently lhe
child has heard a slOry such as The very Hyngry C;uerpjllur the closer the
retellings come to the actual words in the book. As children have more
elrperiences, they become more familiar with book language and recognize that it
is sometimes different from spoken language.
Thirdly, children indicate an awareness of print by attempting to mUlch
their voicing of words in the story with the written words. During early attempts at
matching words with speech, young children often verbalize while finger pointing
and as a result may think that each letter in print represents a spoken word or
syllable rather than a sound. For example, ~the very hungry caterpillar" may be
read "the ve-ry hun-gIY cal·er-pillar" where the child runs out of print and has
words left over. Childn~n receive practise matching speech to print as more stories
are read to them, when they write their names, and when they dictate stories to be
written down.
Fourthly, children begin to integrate perceptions of words with their
knowledge of the SIOry. When this occurs, the child is not only exhibiting reading-
like behaviour, but is aClUaUy reading the words. It is during this stage of early
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rcading thai children develop an interest in the features of print. Through the
reading of familiar stories, children are able 10 locate many words in the text and
consequently IJevelop an intcrcsi in the form of print. With the aid of background
knowledge the reader then rejects or confirms the accumcy of the reading.
Stages of early reading can be summarized into three main categories,
functions. forms and conventions of print (Morrow, 1989). The first words a child
learns to read have meaning and purpose, such as family names, road signs and
supermarket Jahels. These observations aid children in their understanding of how
print functions, while the next category. forms, refers to the names, sounds and
configurations of leiters and words. The third category, conventions, relates to the
left \0 right progression in reading, holding a book upright, punctuation and
spacing hetween words. Stages of early reading are not precise as different
children pass through Ihem at different times while learning to read.
Stages of EUrly Writing
The stages of literacy acquisition seem to emerge in children's writing at
ahout the same time as they appear in their reading (Beebe, 1989). When children
observe others in the home writing, they recognize it as a useful activity and
become interested. This first stage in early writing acquisition is further enhanced
when children are provided with many opportunities to write, and when paper and
writing tools are made readily available. During Ihe second stage of early writing
children can he observed drawing pictures, scribbling, and describing their
productions to an adult. As children are given more opportunities to interpret
their drawings and scribblings, they become more proficient at writing.
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When children start to poinllo their scribble writing as they tell a story, it i1\
evident that they have reached the third stage of early writing. The child is now
able to indicate the relationship between thc letter-like symbols and the spoken
word by verbalizing and finger pointing at the same time. During the fourth stage,
the child purposely attempts to translate speech Into print. Often at this stage
there is a great deal of talking while writing as children attempt to represent actual
words.
The stages of carly writing acquisition can be further understood by looking
at the elements of early writing. The development of children's early writing can
be viewed as an involvement of letters, words and word groups at the one time,
rather than occurring sequentially (Clay, 1975; DeFord, l!:ltlO; Heald.Taylor, 19!14).
Children learn to write naturally in an environment where writing is encouraged.
The elements discussed in this section are based on the theory that children's
writings involve the playing with marks on paper, the development of social
relationships during writing and the personal satisfaction when the product is
finished.
The young child's first scribble on the kitchen wall represents the early
developmental stage of writing. Some researchers liken scribbling 10 babbling or
the early developmental stage of speaking. First scribblings are precommunicative
because children are unable to "read" their own productions (Heald·Taylor, 1984).
This type of scribble (see Figure 1) often has vertical as well as horizontal
movement and a sense of left 10 right directionality, but there is no ability 10 create
meaning.
mmunicative scribble.Figure 1. Example or preco
. 2 Example of meaningful :;cribble.Figure.
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Meaningful scribbling (Figure 2) usually h3S systematic repeated marks
such as circles. squares, dots and vertical lines and closely resembles handwriting.
Some form of directionality is evident as writing starts 31 the lOp left romer, Moyes
from left to right and/or returns down the lell side of the page. There is some
spacing and word mate-hing in this element of c:uly writing and although it may not
appear so to the adult reader, there is a sense of a story being laid. In Figure 2 the
leiters X, f, and t can be distinguished. In addition, there was verbal inleraction
between the child and the adult during writing.
Early writing may also have an integration of scribbling. drawing, leiters
and words which can be seen in the face and letters of Figure 3. Children as young
as three can demonstrate the difference between drawing and writing when
requested to produce s.amples of each (Harste, Woodward & Burke, 1984).
However, children are very Oexible in their early wriTings and switch hack and
forth from scribble to drawing letters quite freely since both can be organized for
communication. When scribble is integrnted with words, scribble begins to
diminish for some ~hildren. It is an individual process since the shift is gradual for
some and rapid for others. Although these conclusions were drawn by Heald-
Taylor (19&4) after studying hundreds of writing samples, they were not intended
to be a developmental measure, but rather a guideline for observing children's
growth in writing.
Random lellers are often us~d to represent words, in particular the child's
name. Figure 4 is an example of random lcuers, some of which are rever!'cd.
When young children use random letters in their writings, numerals and leuers are
often tacked on and both capital and lower case lellers are used as in "moMMy~.
They like to produce letters that are familiar and easy for them.
~
Figure 3. E.~ampl~ of integrated scribble.
~ -.9">.'31f l'
\9 [\ f:'\\ \1\N~ (\l'd3
Figure 4. Example of random letters.
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Directionality may also be evident when exp~rimenling with leiters. Some
pre-school writing samples of random letters appear to contain leiters or dusters
of letters that are not intended to represent a specific word whereas other samples
appear to have one letter representing an entire word (Vukelich & Golden. 1984).
Each writing sample may change as children do not seem to be functioning at any
single stage of writing random leners.
Some pre-schooler's writings demonstrate a sound/symbol relationship.
This can be seen in Figure 5 as MmomM and "mi" are easily recognized. Oflen
during these writings the child's name is recognized as well. When there is spacing
and distancing between symbols, it usually indicates the development of syntax.
The sound/symbol relationship is a difficult concept for young children to master
since the sounds of the letters in oral language often confuse children when they
are recreating words (DeFord, 1980). They are unable to determine where the
spacing occurs and often run the words together. For example, a child's attempt 10
write "Kentucky Fried Chicken" may look similar to 'TCCFRCHKN". This oflen
results in words that are not considered standard English. Wiseman and Watson
(1980) found that the word production of the pre·schoolers in their study was
either represented by the beginning, medial or ending letters. The examples used
by the researchers were the use of A for airplane, K for Erika and E for Mickey.
Another element of children's early writings is their use of invented spelling
(Figure 6). As they attempt to convey a message, children often practice their own
spellings. A great deal of pleasure is derived from writing known isolated words
such as "mom" or "love". When exploring with the creation of words, children may
use words they know, words around the room or words from
Figure 5. Example of sound/symbol relationship.
Figure 6. E.'t3mple of invented spelling.
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previous experi~nces.. lnvcmed spelling can be seen in Figure 6 when Ihi.. child
attempted to write. "I love you.
It appears that the stages of early writing unfold when children ::Irc provided
with an environment to write. 1£ wrilinp: is modelled for them and they receive
positive reinforcement for early scribblings, writing will develop ",nurally. Some
researchers believe that writing development begins with scribbling and progres.~s
to invented spelling. However, these developments may all oecur at {lnce as
opposed to sequential siages.
The Trndhjooal Mode!
One of the approaches 10 learning that parents may choose for their pre·
schoolers is the skills approach. When used in pre-school its goal is In teach
children clearly defined academic skills that <lre believed to prepare them for
reading and are usually referred to as reading readiness skills. These skills focus
on the recognition of shapes, coloun, the alphabet and numbers. Visual
discrimination, rhyming and c13.$3ification also constitute readiness skills.
Readiness materials consisting of workbooks, worksheeLS and nashcard~ are
the backbone of the skills program. Materials are used to reinforce specific
concepLS such as rhyming words. The child's first experience with a worksheet that
teaches rhyming words may have only the illustrations of a -fan", a -can-, a -fou'
and a "man-, and together with the teacher the group decides which three words
rhyme. The children then colour the three correct illustrations. When mllst of lhe
children can master this type of worksheet independently, the class is introduced to
a worksheet that conlains words that label the illustrations. For example, the
worksheet will now include the words -fan", "can", -foot" and -man". Ag3in they
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have to colour the correct illustrations. The next worksheet will contain the words
~fan·. "can", "foot" and "man" without the illustrations. The children now have to
locate the rhyming words. This gradual use of worksheets to introduce children to
words is one way in which the traditional approach deals with vocabulary
developmcm. Although the vocabulary is controlled, it is hoped that by the end of
the exercise children will have de\lcloped a listening and sight vocabulary for the
words that have been used.
The use of worksheets is popular in pre-school because manipulative
materials. which enhance fine motor conlrol are too costly. As well, worksheets
arc mote convenient and are easier to prepare (Stone, 1987). Worksheets can also
be taken home, providing parents with evidence of useful work. Early childhood
educ.lIors sometimes feel pressured by parents to have children bring something
concrete home at the end of the day. Worksheets usually require that children
select or fill in the correct answer and reinforce success. For example, a worksheet
that teaches visual discrimination may require children to select from a row of
pictures, the apple that is different Over the next couple of days, the children are
given similar worksheets which contain pictures of other foods and they are
instructed to find the picture that is different. Again, it is the completion of the
task that is being reinforced. If children notice similarities and differences in
pictures, it is a:iSumed that they have the ability to see similarities and differences
in leiters and words. The next series of worksheets may contain a row of letters
and children are required to find the letter that is different. When visual
discrimination of letlers has been mastered, children may then proceed 10 similar
worksheets containing words.
The skills approach supports the theory that the more drill and practice
given to a skill. the greater the retention of that skill for young children and, hence,
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the more ready they :ue to learn to read. In order to achieve this level of
retention, skins are usually taught in isolation. For example. the recognition of
letters is often perceived as the important clement which must be mastered before
proceeding to beginning consonant sounds and on to the mastery of words. One
method of achieving this progression is through repetitive daily flashcard exercises.
Flashcards, each bearing a lelter of the alphabet, may be used in this way to
reinforce the skill of (etter recognition. In this activity the teacher shows the group
a card approximately 5" x 7" bearing the leller "B" and each child in turn is asked
to make the correct response which is the name of the leiter. A new letter is
introduced each day the class meets until all the letters of the alphabet lire
covered. As a review exercise, the teachers holds up an alphabet flashcard am.I the
children are expected to respond in unison at a pace that is repetitive and rapid.
This method is repeated to teach the sound of the letter, but Ihis time the ntlshcard
contains KBKand the picture of a KballK. Many early childhood educators find it
easy to teach skills in this way (Willert & Kamii, 1985).
There is a strong emphasis on correct leuer formation in the skills approach
to learning (Newman, 1985). The mechanics of writing are often stressed in pre-
schools because early childhood educators are aware that some kindergarten
teachers consider the ability 10 use a pencil a necessary readiness skill for entering
kindergarten. Early attempts at alphabet writing may be imitations of the teacher's
correct forms at the top of the page or the alphabet charts around the room. This
is supported by the belief that children should learn to write correctly from the
beginning since it is difficult to unteach. once bad habits have been formed. As a
result children are asked to imitate adult-made models of writing. to over-write
letters. to do hand-held writing, and to colour within predefined lines. Such skills
are considered necessary to prepare children for the difficult task of writing.
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The skills approach also includes activities where the whole class works
together to write a story on an experience chart. The teacher usually suggests what
Ihe group will write about, the form it will take and the lools and materials to be
used. The ideas of the children and teacher are utilized in this method. An
example of this skill would be the writing of a thank-you leiter to the firemen after
a field trip to the fire station. The teacher does the writing, suggests ideas and
correcls sentences contributed by thc children when they are not grammatically
correct. It is the end product which is considered important rather than the
process.
The program content may also reflect items on a standardized kindergarten
readiness lest. These tests are concerned with thc skills that are typically
prerequisite for specific instructional programs (Meisels, 1987). Usually reading
readiness tests are group pencil and pape.r teslS made up of different sub·tests
which include items dealing with vocabulary development and visual and auditory
lIiscrimination. The decision to incorporate these skills in a pre-school program
may result from pressures placed on early childhood educators to prepare children
for kindergarten.
The skills approach is also product oriented and children are sometimes
rushed through activities in order to have a product al the end of the day. For
example, every child in the class is individually brought to (he arts and crafts centre
then quickly brought to the next centre, learning games, to ensure that everyone
has something to bring home and has participated in all the activity centres, The
completion of products in thii manner offers reassurance to parents that learning
has occurred in a quiet atmosphere and that there has been a concentration on the
mastery of important basic skills (Williams & Kamii, 1986).
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The characteristics of the skills approach that have been oUllined in this
section of the paper suggest the following outcomes: (3) children should conform
to the pre-school program; (b) emphasis should be placed on preparing children
for kindergarten; and (c) daily repetilive drill and practice is necessary to ensure
learning. This represents one of the approaches to teaming that parents of pre·
schoolers may choose for their children.
The Whole I apgUM' Mode!
The whole language approach is an alternate way of learning that may be
utilized for developing emerging literacy in pre·schoolers. Before this approach
can be considered as an effective one, it is necessary to look al its characteristics
and how it relates to what is currently known about literacy development.
Emerging literacy refers to the functions and conventions of print and how
they are used by children in their attempts to read and write (Teale. Heibert &
Chittenden, 1987). The whole language approach is based on this concept as it
uses the regular reading of stories with predictable endings to encourage the child
to ~read" consistently while at :!le same time providing a model for early attempts
at writing. The whole language approach is child centered and encompa~es many
characteristics for developing emerging literacy.
One of the characteristics of a whole language approach to learning is the
treatment of language in its entirety. Language should be kept "whole, mellningful
aor!. relevant for the learners~ (Goodman, 1986, p. 9). The time spent breaking
language into bits and pieces as it is often done in the teaching of beginning phonic
skills could be used more effectively if reading, writing. talking and listening were
integral parts of the lesson. When language is real and natural it makes more
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sense to the young child. The focus is then placed on obtaining meaning rather
than on the mechanics of the language.
In whole language classrooms children use language to tallc. listen, read and
write every day (Hopkins, 1977). Children arc encouraged to participate in activity
centres where language is promoted such as the writing corner, the dress up corner
and the talk and listen comer. This type of classroom organization utilizes the
print and speech in the environment and encourages a balance between the
development of the four language processes: speaking, listening, writing and
reading. Children need opportunities to read nnd write frequently nnd in an
uninterrupted manner just as they do when they are talking and listening. A warm
and secure setting which invites children to read, paint and draw, dress-up, observe
and tape record, display, sit, think and write will achieve this. Allowing children to
explore and experiment in quiet places, noisy places, messy places as well as clean
and tidy places in a print filled environment promotes reading and writing in a
natural, functional way. Vocabularies are also extended as children interact with
one another and the teacher.
An initial reading environmenl, such as pre-school, should be one where
children learn to read and write as naturally as they learn to talk (Goodman &
Goodman, 1979). One way 10 accomplish this is by maximizing the use of the
dramatic play area. When this area is converted into a restaurant, children are
very anxious to recreate a real-life situation of a family dining out. Role playing
the waitress, the matre d'hatel and the family becomes a learning experience as the
participants decide about writing and reading the menu. There should be no
difference in the way a child learns to read and the way he or she learns oral
language since both should be learned at the same time. Therefore, it is not
accurate to reler to learning to read as having a reading readiness component since
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~children begin to learn to read from the time they are first read 10 in the home-
(Doake, 1986, p. 14). Children's language development is enhanced and supported
when they are given occasions to experiment with functional language in a natural
supportive environment. For example, the recognition of the colour word ·red"
may be aided by reading a picture story book such as &.d...is..Jks.1 (Stinson. 1982)
which contains whole, meaningful, exciting and inviting language. In a classroom
setting where children can go to the library corner and request a book for the
teacher 10 read, learning concepts such as the recognition of colour words occurs in
a natural way. When language is whole the beginning stages of literacy become a
natural learning process that is linked with the whole development of the child.
A second characteristic of the whole language approach to learning is that it
is child·cemered. With the child at the centre of Iileracy teaming, efforts are made
10 meet individual interests and needs. Since the teacher seeks suggestions in
planning classroom activities, the children feel that they have an input in the
choices and decisions made, thus making learning more enjoyable (Doake, 1986;
Goodman, 1986; Hohmann, Barnet & Weikart. 1986; Newman, 1985; Rich, 1985).
Giving children the freedom to make choices encourages them to develop their
own projects and allows them to experiment as they become engaged in literacy.
However, it is important to maintain a balance between freedom and control in
program planning. It is appropriate to accept young children's suggestions as
efforts are made to meet individual needs, but because children lack experience it
is advisable for it to be a sharing process. In this way, the teacher is a learner a...
well. For example, the children rather than the educator, may suggest converting
the playhouse into a play supermarket because they enjoy experimeming with the
environmental prim on the boxes and cans as well as developing price lists,
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As this comfonable, secure and supportive environment unfolds in the
child-centered classroom, young children arc assisted in their decision making
while experimenting with the activity centres that are developed around thematic
units. If the theme is Fall, for example, a child may select a book about Fall from
the library corner and ask the teacher or another friend to read to him or her.
Because it is a warm and supportive classroom, he or she does not feel inhibited
about choosing this particular activity when there are so many others from which
to ,hoose. It may also be a book that the child has asked to have read repeatedly.
The early childhood educalOr is then a stimulator, facilitator and a provider of
necessary matcriuls. The facilitator provides pre-schoolers with opportunities to
take responsibility for their own learning in stimulating and enjoyable ways. This
is accomplished through the selection of materials that meet the needs of the
children rather than forcing them through a prescribed program.
A third characteristic of the whole language approach to learning is that it
is literature based. This characteristic allows children to become immersed in
natural, meaningful language and develops a habit of reading {or pleasure. A
literature based program utilizes all the trade books that are available from public
libraries and book stores as wen as pharmacies, department stores, book clubs and
magazine subscriptions. It is a good idea to expose young children to as many well
written books as possible in order to extend their vocabularies. Texts such as
Children's Ijteroture (Huck, 1979) can be instrumental in developing a list of good
children's books.
When some children enter pre-school, they have already experienced story
reading at home because many parents believe that no child is too young [0 derive
pleasure from books (Doake, 1986; Taylor & Strickland, 1986). When parents
create a wann and loving atmosphere while reading a book such as~
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learning, parents read to their children regularly. There is usually interactive
behavior between the parent and child during story book reading which helps the
child construct meaning from prim. Reading 10 young children also aids them in
developing a sense of how stories :lIC constructed which is essential in learning to
read and write. As discussion continues in experienC':-:s with literature, parents help
children in their comprehension of stories, their sense of story structure and theiT
language development.
If young children develop a sense of how to read and write as a result of
family story book reading, a pre-school environment that utilizes a great variety of
children's literature can become a natural extension of the home. P[~dictable
books, such as Brown Bear Brown Bear (Martin, 1970), made into big books to
develop reading in a shared approach is one way of extending home reading into
pre-school (Holdaway, 1979). A "big book~ can be either commercially made or
homemade. It is an enlarged version of a text which allows children to ~ee easily
and to follow the print in a group situation. Big books encourage young children to
role play as successful readers which creates a confidence in heginners as they
learn to look for meaning in print (Lynch, 1986). Big books also help to develop
an interest in reading and writing (Holdaway, 1979; Watson & Lusthaus, 1985).
The print is easy to see and follow, which makes reading more enjoyable than
attempting to see regular size print and illustrations in a large group setting. The
illustrations then provide clues for anticipating endings of sentences and stories.
With the aid of pointing, this method helps to develop an understanding of
directional flow, the top and bottom of the page, front and back of a book as well
as blocks of letters and words.
The story knowledge and awareness of reading that young children acquire
while having stories read aloud to them are far more significant in developing
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The story knowledge and awareness of reading that young children acquire
while having stories read aloud 10 them are far more significant in developing
emerging literacy in pre·schoolers than many other typical activities that occur
(Jensen, 1985). Retelling storics gi\"~s pre·schoolcf5 practice in sequencing story
events and in learning to use conventional story language (Morrow, 1985). Having
young children retell stories afler hearing them read improves their level of
comprehension.
A fourth characteristic of the whole language approach is that it emphasizes
writing. A whole language classroom for pre·schoolers should be one that has
considerable opportunity for writing. (Bissex, 1985; Clay, 1975, 1980. 1986; Dyson,
1983; Ust, 1984; MHz, 1982; Newman., 1984: Vukelich & Golden, 1984; Wiseman
& Watson, 1980). Wiseman and Watson studied four and five year old children to
observe their wriuen language competency. The seventeen children in Ihe study
were asked to complete three writing tasks at three different ~p's"ions. The tasks
included asking children 10 write: (a) everything they eQuid write; (b) a written
conversation berween a child and an adult; and (c) a story of their families
accompanied by a picture. Some children produced scribbles and occasional
lellers when asked to write, therefore demonstrating that they understood that
writing involves letter production. Other children produced letter-like elements to
represent writing showing that writing takes a certain fonn. Fourteen children
arranged letters in a sequence to look like a word. Another response was to
represent an entire word like "dolphin" with one letter such as '1)". Some children
combined drawing with scribbles and letters when unable to attempt a word.
These results indicated that these children were already aware of print production
and understood the function of print.
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Somewhere between the ages of three and five children become aware thaI
written symbols convey meaning and that people make marks on paper
purposefully (Clay, 1986). Young children imitate adult behaviors by scribbling,
linear mock writing, and writing mock letters. Many children are also able to see
the difference between writing and drawing and may seek the help of an adult
when developing captions for their drawings. Others take the initiative and create
their own sentences to support the drawing. Since a goal of the whole language
approach to learning is to expand on the knowledge that children already have
about reading and writing, it is appropriate to provide pre-schoolers with print in
their environmem and opportunities to observe adults using print 10 read and
write.
A pre-school environment thai is rich with writing is one in which the
children aTe active participants as a result of appropriate tools, pl~nty of time and
ample opportunity to write (Atkins, 1984). Availability and accessibility to hems
such as pens, pencils, felt tip markers, lined and unlined paper, magnetic and
wooden letters, cardboard, typewriters, chalk and chalkboard contribute tn
children's early attempts at writing. Additional tools that may entice a young child
to write are sand, flannelhoard, letter cookies, shaving cream, body letters or
marshmallows. Imaginations are activated when it is suggesteu to children to use
their bodies to create a leiter of the alphabet or to create their very OWl' art
activity with materials such as marshmallows and shaving cream. The sandbox
becomes a more interesting place to write one's name than using paper and pencil
and helping make cookies for snack by designing one in the shape of a letter
representing one's name creates a link between reading and writing. The whole
language educator also encourages opportunities to write as they happen in
everyday life. Writing cheques, making lists, writing to family and friends. writing
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names on clothing, writing recipes, writing experience charts, writing up library
cards, writing post cards. writing letters to Santa and making get·well cards should
all be part of a writing-oriented classroom. These opportunities enable children to
develop writing naturally and to extend their writing knowledge.
Accepting the final product and understanding the errorS without emphasis
on the mechanics of writing fosters the enjoyment and development of a child's
early attempts at inventing spelling (Tway, 1983), Children go through
developmental stages when acquiring a written vocabulary. A pre-schooler may
intersperse i'tters among the scribbling of wavy lines and circles. Eventually the
writing will have less scl'"ibbles and more lellers. These early attempts ace orten
experiments with the alphabetic system combined with a knowledge of speech
sounds such as Kt for Kate and should never be discouraged. but cherished
instead. When early attempts to make writing functional are accepted, children
3re eager to continue inventing spelling independently. Writing will be seen as an
importa nt part of life when it is positively reinforced.
The whole language environment should be one that encourages
exploration and experimentation with written language (Newman. 1984). One way
to encourage experimentation and exploration is to develop activity centres in the
c1a.~room. An activity centre is an area of the classroom that is designated for a
specific activity such as ar!. These centres can be organized by incorporating a
theme approach into the pre·school program. The thematic approach relates
activities and teaching materials to a particular story or topic, such as space
(Holdaway, 1979). Centres that have been developed around this theme would
provlli,: creative and stimulating activities that encourage problem solving and
learning by doing. The idea of offering children a variety of activities is utilized in
a pre·school classroom because, ·Young children learn best through active
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manipulation and exploration of materials with opportunities 10 inili:lle their own
leaming projects" (Elkind, 1987. p. 14). As children select activities. they tlrc
assuming responsibility for their own learning. Children should be able to work 31
the centres for as long as they need wilhOUllhe pressure of competing with other
children for style, speed or quantity. Centres allow pre-schoolers the opportunity
to play with loys. with language and with each other at their own pace. An activity
centre is a place in the classroom where every child is actively involved in his
learning in anatural and enjoyable way (Stone, 1987).
When structuring activity centres in the whole language c1a~room, it is
important to incorporate the language processes of speaking, listening, writing and
reading (Hopkins, 19n; Early Childhood and Literacy Development Committee
of the International Reading Association, 1986; Rich, 1985). Activity centres might
include: (a) a writingcentl'"e; (b) a nature centre; (c) a book corner; (d) an urts and
Cl'"afts centre; (d) a dress·up comer; (e) a music centre and listening st<uion; (I) a
computer centre; (g) a block comer; (h) a sand table; (i> a water table; (j) a
woodworking centre; and (k) a manipulative centre. An example of one of these
centres at worK may be the development of the mathematics concept, one·to-one
correspondence. while utilizing the materials that have been made av:ti1able at the
writing centre. The centre may consist of an assortment of cuds and envelopes
and the children. through ~Ioration. match the cards to appropriate sized
envelopes. All the while there is considerable verbal interaction and. if the
children wish, writing on the envelopes.
A fifth characteristic of the whole language approach to learning is the
em:ouragement of parental involvement. Through informative newsletters the link
can be secured between home and pre-school. When parents are awnre of whnt is
happening at pre-school, they can foster the enjoyment and development of
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reading and writing to enable literacy to emerge naturally. Parents can provide
valuable assistance in helping children begin 10 read and write by becoming good
role models through writing and exchanging notes with their children. Parents can
also be very useful resource people for the program. For example, a father who is a
fireman may like to bring in props such as his hat, coal and fire extinguisher. and
talk to the children about his job which is part of the theme community helpers.
Another way of gelling parents involved in their children's literacy is by having
children lake books home Ie share with them (Holdawny, 1979).
The whole language approach to learning with its emphasis on helping
young children make better sense of their own experiences and environment is one
way of developing emerging literacy. This approach, which auempts to duplicate
the positive home learning environment, encourages the liberal use of children's
books, exposes children to writing through the use of invented spellings and
enhances vocabulary development by focusing on verbal interaction in all
activities. Whole languafl" teachers allow children to (anlrol their own learning by
accepting suitable suggestions for program planning and providing choices in
activity centres.
4\
CHAYI'ERllI
Methodology
TIle purpose of this chapler is 10 provide a description of the procedures
used to obtain the information needed to support or reject Ihe inveslig<lled
hypotheses. Included are the hypotheses and descriptions of the sample, the
experimental design, the testing instruments and the data analysis procedures.
The experimental design was set up 10 specifically test the following
hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1: Cbildren who are participating in a whole language, child-cenlerctl
pre-school program will acquire a greater degree of vocabulary knowledge than
children who afe participating in a traditional, teacher-centered approach when
controlling for prior knowledge.
Hypothesis 2: Children who are participating in a whole language, child-centered
pre-school program will acquire 3 greater degree of early reading ability than
children who are participating in a traditional. teacher-centered approach when
controlling for prior knowledge.
Hypothesis 3: Children who are participating in a whole language, child-cel\lerel1
pre-school program will acquire a greater degree of writing knowledge than
children who arc participating in a traditional, teacher-centered approach when
controlling for prior knowledge.
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The population for the experiment consisted of all students enrolled in a Sf.
John's prc·school program for four year aIds in the Fall semester of 1988. The
sample (n::::40) consisted of those students who reached the age of four years by
December 31, 1988. This cut·orr date was selected to ensure comparability of ages.
Each subject was assigned a number representing the order in which he/she
registered for the program and, using a table of random numbers. was assigned to
either the experimental or control group.
There were 20 children in the experimental group. nine of whom were
female and II were male. The control group consisted of 13 fe:nales and seven
males for a 100ai of 20. The mean age of the experimental group was 52.65 mOnlhs
and 52.70 months for the control group.
The Experjmeola! Design
The study used a pretest-postlest conlrol group design (Campbell &
Stanley, 1966). The experimental group (0::20) was given a pretest battery, a 12
week whole language program, and then a posttest using the same test batieI)'.
The control group (n=20) was given the same pretest, a 12 week traditional skills
program, followed by the posttest. This design was used in an attempt to compare
the effects of the two program approaches in the development of emerging literacy
in pre·school children.
The pre lest battery consisted of the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test·
Revised. Form L (Dunn & Dunn. 1981), the Test of Early Reading Ability (Reid.
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three writing tasks were similar to those used by Wiseman and Watson (1980) anLl
consisted of: (a) the response to the instruction "write anything you can write"; (h)
a written conversation; and (c) the caption accompanying a drawing of the suhjecl's
family.
The testing took place in a quiet room within the pre-school centre, and W:lS
conducted by tbe author with whom the children were familiar through her role as
pre-school director. The children were tested individually over a ten day period in
early September. The testing sessions usually look between 15 and 2S minutes :lnu
children were removed from their regular activities to complete the testing. One
child refused 10 be tested on initial request bUI was persuaded to return for testing
on a different occasion. A second child refused to be tested and was removed frum
the study whicn reduced the size of the group from 21 to 20 since there were 21
subjects in this group initially.
The posttesting was conducted in the same manner as the pretest, but with
the following modifications. Instead of Form L of the Peabody Picture Voc<lhulary
Test·Revised, the alternate Form M of the lest was used to eliminate prohlems
associated with possible learning effects from having taken the lest previously. No
alternate form of the Test of Early Reading Ability was available. One child wa.~
absent due \0 illness during the administration of the posttest and was unahlc 10
complete the test.
The subjects in the study attended the pre-school program three times a
week for three hours each session over a period of twelve weeks. Two different
approaches to developing literacy were used. The children in the cOlltrol group
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were exposed to a traditional method using a variery of commercial materials
while the children in the eKperimental group were exposed to a language centered
method using trade books and teacher·made materials.
Each group was led by three pre-schoLl teachers who were randomly
assigned. Teachers A. Band C led the control group. Teacher A was in her mid-
forties, had two Yfars training in primary education at the university level and ten
years teaching experience. Teacher B was in her late thirties, had three years
university training in primary education and two years teaching experience.
Teacher C was in her mid-twenties, had received a BA(Ed) degree, and had three
years teaching experience. Teachers D, E. and F ted the experimental group.
Teacher D was in her mid-forlies, had two years university training in primary
education and nine years teaching experience. Teacher E was in her early thirties,
with two years university training in primary education and had completeo five
courses in early childhood education. In addition she had ten years teaching
experience. Teacher F ',vas in her late twenties, held a diploma in Early Childhood
Education and had two years teaching experience. Both groups had equal access
to the two program rooms and the gymnasium. Each group spent twO and a half
hours in the program rooms and half an hour in the gymnasium per daily session.
A training session 10 inform al! teachers of the program philosophies. objectives
and room organization was held prior to the study. The investigator spent equal
time with each group giving guidance and direction as required. In addition, lhe
investigator led the weekly planning meetings to ensure that the activities for both
groups were planned according to the guidelines developed during the planning
session.
The basic material used with the control group consisted of commercial
reading readiuess work books which incll.lded ABC..J.:k3. (Goldsmith, 1984), All
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Aboard for Readiness Skj!1s, (Carson & Dellosa, 1982) and~
A....12..Z, (Good, 1984). Teacher-made games such as a colour match-Up were
developed and the children were frequently required to follow specific inslruclions
while completing worksheets in order 10 develop skills. The control program
focused on classification, colour recognition, visual and auditory discrimination.
rhyming words and recognition of the letters of the alphabet. Activity centres
consisting of arls and crafts, science, library, dramatic play, music, small group
activity, and large muscle play were developed. Writing for the cO'lcrol group
consisted of worksheet activities and drawings. When language experience wu:;
used, the teacher chose the topic, the method to be used and guided the language
to ensure that it was grammatically correct. A description of the activity centres is
given in Appendix A.
Language experience activities were also us..:d in the experimental group.
Children cOnlributed to the activity while in small groups uf eighl by deciding on
the topic to be written as well as the format. that is, <!: letter or a chart. Children's
language was used in the exercise and incorrect grammar was accepted. Repetitive
poetry rhymes and predictable trade books were also used. The basic principle in
such predictable books is that the children arc able to :lnlicipate words and
phrases. The children were first encouraged to sign themselves in at the beginning
of each session. The sign-in register was a teacher-made book consisting of
unlined pages W1i~ the date handwritten on the tOP of each page. The sign-in table
was placed near the entrance of the room to encourage children to sign their
names when they arrived. Samples of the sign-in register can be found in
Appendix B. This method of having the children sign in as they arrived was quite
different from the roll calling method used in the control group. There, the
children sat in a circle "~'hile the teacher called their names and they responded
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"here" when they heard their own names. Since the children in the experimental
group enjoyed the sign-in register, it was decided to place personal journals at the
writing centre for them to use whenever they wanted. These journals were also
leacher-made consisling of unlined pages. Once the child indicated an interest in
writing in the journal, usually there was a discussion between the child and the
leacher about the topic. When the subject was decided. the teacher wrote an
lJppropriate question while verbalizing it. The child responded. usually modelling
the teacher; that is, by answering the question verbally and in a written format at
the same lime. This method was used as a starter until they were comfortable
working on their own. There was also ample opportunity for children to wrile in
their journals without any involvement from the leacher.
The subjects in the experimental group used the same program rooms and
gymnasium as those in the control group. but at different times. For both groups,
materials for the activity centres were stored on shelves and Ihe centres were
partially separated from each other by storage units. The painting and craft
centres were located near bulletin boards to encourage a display of children's art.
All the areas were accessible with each piece of furniture in a designated area
lahelled. In addition, the two program rooms were filled with functional print for
both groups. Examples of functional print included labels on classroom items and
~igns such as an ~on" and "ort" near the light switCh, "up· and "down~ on the
climbing frame and a Sobe}/<; sign on the door of the play supermarket. Labels,
signs, experience charts and lists of turn-takers were visible throughout the two
rooms at all times, since it was impractical to remove them every time the contl'ol
group entered the room,
The print filled rooms, however, were utilized differently by the two groups.
Whenever there was an opportunity for discussion about the labels or signs, the
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teachers in the experimental group took advantage of it by encoumging further
conversation; whereas in the conlrol group, discussion around the prim in the
room was not encouraged and only the Questions asked were answered. A similar
situation occurred in the gymnasium where different types of apparatus were SCi
up to encourage large motor play. The teachers in the experimental group
organized games to encourage children to read the labels and instructions Oil the
climbing apparatus, while the teachers in the control group set up the equipment
indiscriminately throughout the gymnasium. The children in the experimental
group only participated in the organized activity when they were interested, while
the control group required such participation every session.
Although the activity centres were set up in a similar manner for the
experimental and control gr0ups, again the children utiliz~d the centres differently
in both groups. For example, the craft centre io the traditional group consisted of
paper plates, bulloos and sticky paper shapes to be used in constructing a teacher
directed jack-o-Iantern. The crnft centre io the experimental group, on the other
hand, consisted of extra items such as construction paper, crayons, markers, and
coloured pasta. In addition, the children in this group were encouraged to take
extra materials from the storage unit as they created their jack-a-lanterns unaided
by the teacher. The children in the control group were not permitted to help
themselves. There is a further description of the experimental group activities in
Appendix C.
Another activity that was treated differently in the two groups was story
book reading. In the control group, the teacher read the book 10 the entire c1:l.~s
while in the experimental group the class was divided imo three groups and the
reading was done three times by the same teacher. The other two groups were
engaged in another activity with two other teachers at this lime. The same story
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book was used for three consecutive sessions with the experimental group. while
three different books were read in the same period of time in the control group.
During the first session in the experimental group. the teacher introduced the book
by encouraging a discussion about the illustration and print on the cover as well as
the author, illustrator, publisher and dedication inside the book. This was followed
by a discussion around a possible plot. The book was then read aloud wilh
enthusiasm. Pausing for questions or ~,Jmments was discouraged, as the focus was
on getting meaning from the whole story. However, children were given
opportunities 10 express their reactions to the book following the reading. During
the second session, the book was read again to each group, but this time comments
and questions were encouraged on every page while the story was being read.
Time was also given to examine and talk about the pictures with the teacher, On
the third day, the children were informed that the same story book was going to be
read, but this time they were invited to join in whenever they could remember a
part of the story. Upon completion, the group was asked if anyone would like to
retell the story. The book was then left on the shelf in the book corner for them to
practise reading whenever they wanted, When the teacher in the control group
read the story book, there was considerable pause for questions and comments and
when the story was finished it was placed in the office with the other teaching aids,
H the same book was being used by the experimemal group, it would also be
placed on the shelf in the book corner, A list of children's literature used in the
study can be found in Appendix D.
")
TesljoglnslOlmcnlS
Peabody Picture Vocabulary IeS! - Revised
This test was selected to measure children's vocabulary kntlwlcugc as a
means of determining whether te accept or reject hypothesis number I. It ~'al\ he
used for subjects with a range of two and a half through 40 years and there is no
requirement that the subject be able to read. The original rpv[ was cnnSlmctcu
by Dunn and published in 1959. The PPYr-R, the revised edition, was published
by Dunn & Dunn in 1981. It was designed to measure a suhject's h.'CCPlivc
vocabulary for Standard English. The authors suggest that the PPVT-R is :l usdlll
tool for research sir.ce it has IWO forms, Land M, which makes pretesting and
posttesting possible. They caution. however, not to inlcrpret the resulls as a
comprehensive test of general intelligence.
The PPVT-R tms two sets of instructions, one for suhjects under eight yc:lrs
of age and one for subjects eight years and over. Because the lest has a wide age
range, instructions are given for establishing basal and ceiling points.
Administering extremely difficult or eXlremely easy items to subjects would serve
no purpose since easy questions could prove to be boring and unchallenging for
bright children (Dunn and Dunn, 1981). Similarly, difficult items may be
frustrating for slow learners. Starting points have been recommended fur ea~h age
level with flexihility for starting below or above chronological level when .~uhjects
are suspected of functioning linguistically at that level. For example, a 14 year dd
developmentally delayed child who is thought \0 runction linguistically at a six year
old level may begin the test at the same point as a capable four year who is also
functioning at a six year old level.
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The test consists of a series of plates. Each form has 175 leSI item plates
and five training plates. A plate is made up of four drawings which are roughly
equal in size. When shown a plate, the child is asked to point to the correct answ~r
to the question asked. The authors have made an effort 10 keeo the plates
appropriate and appealing for the successive age levels.
The PPVf·R was standardized on (Wo separate national samples from the
United States, ages two·and-a·half through 40 years and ages 19 through 40 years.
The standardization samples consisted of 4200 children and youth and 828 adults.
Means and standard deviations were calculated for each age level for Form A of
the PPVf and Form L of the PPVf·R. It was decided 10 administer one form of
each test to twice as many subjects rather than to give both forms to 2500 $ubjects
since this was thought to produce more stable norms.
Evidence of the PPVT-R's validity was pro:ided through content validity,
construct validity and criterion-related validity. Nineteen content categories were
used (a represent receptive vocabulary with the restriction lhat words which could
not be represented gr3phically were not included. The items on the test did
sample the subject matter intended to be measured and met adequate standards
fr.r a picture vocabulary test (Dunn and Dunn. 1981).
The raw scores can be translated into percentiles, stanines, age and grade
equivalents. Two types of reliability coefficients, split-half and alternate form,
were calculaled for each age level. The authors reported a split-half rt.!iability
coefficient range for two·and·a·half to 18 year olds from .67 to .88 on Form Land
from .61 to .86 on Form M. The alternate forms reliability coefficient for the same
,lge levels ranged from .7ltO .89 on the immediate retest and from .54 to .90 on
the delayed retest. Forms Land M were administered in a counterbalanced order
to determine alternate forms reliability coefficients.
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The authors acknowledged that the PPYf·R rne:lSurcs rc~ptive language
while other tools such as the StarJord·Binet and Wechsler scales measure
expressive language as well. This was not considered a limit:lIion of the PPVr·R
since it still measures the subject's comprehension of the spoken word.
There is no data available for criterion-rel:ued v.tlidity for the PPVf·R.
However, there is data for the PPVTand Dunn and Dunn (1981) indicated a .53 to
.87 range of correlation between the PPVT and PPVf·R. This allows the research
findings of PPVT to be applied to PPVf·R in the <lrea of criterion-related validity.
The scores of PPVT were correl:ued with those of the reading subtest from the
Metropolitan Achievement Tests to determine the extent to which its lest
performance is related to another valued measure of perrormance. The median
validity coefficient was .69. The PPVf was also correlated with the Peabody
Individual Achievement Test General Information and Total Test. The resulting
median validity coefficient was .68.
Test of Early Reading Ability
This test was selected to measure children's early reading ability as a means
of determining whether to accept or reject hypothesis number 2 Designed for )-7
year olds, it is administered individually. Bec:l.use there are no time limits imlMY.oCd
on the subjects. the test can be administered in a non·threatening atmosphere.
Designed to fill the gap in the domain of reading assessment in young
children, the Test of Early Reading Ability (Reid, Hresko &. Hammill, \981)
measures both skills and emergent reading behaviour by gaining information ahout
the child's awareness of meaning, alphabet recognition and reading conventions.
Composed of three sub,scales, the TERA measures the child's ability to construct
meaning from print, learn the alphabet and its functions, and discover the
arbitrary conventions employed in reading written English. The first component
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measures the child's ability to construct meaning from print and consists of signs,
logos and words frequently seen in situational context, a series ofvocabuJary items
from which the children must select two words that "go with" a stimulus word, and
questions to assess comprehension. For example, to measure the child's ability to
con~truct meaning from print a child may be shown a picture of a supermarket and
a~ked to tell everything about the picture. Another example may be a picture of a
traffic sign with three words under it. The child is then asked to point to the word
that goes with the picture. Comprehension is asse~ed by having the child retell a
well-formed story that has been read aloud to him/her. A pairt is scored if one of
the several given ideas is expressed.
The second component of the TERA measures the child's knowledge of the
alphabet and its functions. This is achieved through Jetter and numeral naming,
alphabet recitation, oral reading and proofreading. One way used to test this
ability is to show the child a card containing three letters of the alphabet. The
examiner points to one letter at a time and asks the child to say its name. Oral
reading is assessed by presenting the child with a card containins a sentence such
a.<; "The cat is tan~. The entire sentence must be read accurately. To assess
proofreading the child is shown a card containing five sentences, twO of which
contain errors. The child has to be able to read the sentence using context cues in
order to show the investigator which two sentences are incorrect. Both of the
sentences must be identified.
The third component of the test measures Ihe child's ability 10 respond to
the conventions of written language. This is measured by instructing the child to
indicate, by pointing, an awareness of the top of the book, Ihe bottom of the book,
or where the story begins. The items are designed to assess the child's book
handling ability and other conventions of print such as punctuation, left·ripht
"orientation and the spatial presentation oC th('; story on the page. To asse:r.s
punctuation. the child is asked to indicue on a card conlaining two collimns of a
story, where the sentence thai has been read ends and the next one begins. A. child
can score a point for left-right orientation by indicating on a card where the story
begins and ends. Spatial presentation is assessed by showing a card containing a
picture such as a book and asking the child to locate Ihe lOP and bottom of the
book. There are three sub-scales to the TERA, and the TERA generates hOlh a
lotal TERA score and the three indicated sub-scores which 3re reading meaning,
alphabet recognition and reading conventions.
The instrument was standardized based on scores from 1184 children from
three to seven years inclusive (Reid, Hresko & Hammill, 1981). Mean and
standard deviations of scores were calculated for each age level. The raw scures
can be tran~laled into quotients, percentiles, and, when appropriate, reading >Ige
equivalents. Reliability coefficients were calculated for each age level using
Cronbach's alpha and the associated standard levels of measurement. The
reliability coefficients for the ages of children in this study rnnged between .90 and
.97.
Evidence of the test's validity was provided through content validity,
criterion-related validity and construct validity. The items on the test did sample
the subject matter intended to measure (Reid, Hresko & Hammill. 19KI). The
format and item selection was demonstrated to be appropriate for the three to
seven age level.
The scores ofTERA were correlated with those of the reading subtest from
the Metropolitan Achievement Tests to determine the extent to which its test
performance was related to another valued measure of performance. The
resulting coefficient for criterion-related validity wa.~ .66. The TERA wa:t. also
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correlated with the composite score from the Test of Reading Comprehension with
a coefficient of 52.
The construct validiry of a last refers to -the extent to which test
performance can be interpreted in terms of certain psychological constructs·
(Gronland cited in Reid. Hresko & Hammill, 1981, p. 14). The Pearson-product
moment correlational procedure was applied to the data 10 show the relationship
between the TERA scores and chronological age and resulted in a coefficient of
.85. The relationship of the TERA to leSlS of intelligence, language and school
readiness was also determined. The scores were all statistically significant at the
p.D5 level and the coefricients ranged from .37 10 .82 The TERA was also shown
to differentiate hetween groups known to differ in reading ability.
WrjljngSamptes
Since literacy involves writing as well as reading, it was necessary to
compare the development of children's writing in the whole language group with
that of children in the traditional group. Neither the TERA nor the PPVf·R tests
children's early writing abilities. Therefore. it was decided to collect samples of
children's writing similar to those used by Wiseman and Watson (1980) in their
study.
The children in each group were asked to complete three separate writing
tasks at different times. The first sample resulted from asking the children 10 write
anything they could write. If the children replied that Ihey were unable to write.
they were encouraged to imitate writing as they had seen their mother. teacher or
older person write at some lime. An example is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Example of a response to the instruction, ''Write anything you can wrile-
The second sample was a written conversation in which the investigator and
child conduct a conversation in oral and wrilten form. The investigator asked
questions such as "What is you~ name?" or "What colour is your house?" while
writing the questions on paper. Following some discussion the children recorded
their responses and were encouraged to read them back to the investigator. If they
feil uncomfortable doing this. the investigator read with them. Figure 8 is an
example of the second type of writing sample collected. The third sample
consisted of a drawing of the subjects' families accompanied by a caption or story
describing the drawing. An example is shown in Figure 9.
whO+~dc-ibS you r no me?
S"e
What colour ore YOUy eyes?
8A~ow(l/
Figure 8. Example of awritten conversation
Figure 9. Ex:lmple of an tlMct.lIed illustration of the subject's family
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With the assistance of a qualified primary school teacher, experien<::ed in
3nalyzing children's writing, the researcher modified the criteria for rating writing
samples developed by Clay (1915). Each sample was rOlled on three separate
dimensions which were labeled language level. message quality, and directional
principles. These dimensions were chosen to measure the children's early writing
ability as a means of determining whether to accept or reject hypothesis numher .3.
For each dimension the writing sample was assigned a score between I :mtl 5
depending upon the quality of the response. The following scales were used as
guidelines.
Language Level
Score
Scribble wrjting linear mock writing or mock !eners Scribble
writing may be represented by indiscriminate marks on the paper. linear mock
writing is scribbles in a line. and mock letters are variations of letter forms
Alohabetic representations. These are letlers only.
Any recognizable word
Wordgrouportw~
Any simple sentencc
Message Quality
Concepl of sipos exhibited Signs in the context refer to lellers,
punctuations or drawiolt5 but not to traffic signs or environmental signs containing
logos.
Reoetitive independent use of a pattern ofscribbles or leiters
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)ubjeci demoostrates concept that writing conveys j! message This is
evident when the subject cao demonstrate an awareness that a message has been
written, but is uncertain if it is the message that was intended. If asked 10 read it a
second lime the subject may read the message differently.
Subject demoostrates the conceor II at a message has been written
uod th'll the sllhjeL' knows what that message js This is evident when the subject
confidently reads the mess:ige to the investigator and Ihe written message closely
resembles what has been read.
Repetitive independent lise of sentence pallerns Sentence patterns
such a~ "I love you". "I love Mommt are evident.
Directional Principle
No evidence of djrectional knowledge
Qne of three directional principles used (a) sum at !Op left of page
~ left 10 right 3D!! (c) return!; to slart orne;! line
Reversal of directional pallern
Correct djrectional pattern
~CI directional pattern plys spaces he tween words
There were three sep.:'rate writing tasks rat~tI on the three writing
dimensions. With a possible score of 5 points per dimension per task. the highest
pos!;ible score for a writing sample (WRTG) was 45.
The researcher and her assistant. who is an experienced pre-school
supervir.o[ and a former pre-school director, worked with an experienced primary
leacher 10 a:;sess writing samples and to clarify areas of tlisagreement in ratings.
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Following this training period the researcher and her assistant each assesseu all
120 writing samples. In the event of an initialuisagreement in assigning a rating 10
a given sample, discussions concerning the reasons for disagreement were
undertaken and continued until agreement was reached.
An analysis of the data was conducted for each test in the lest hattery.
First, simple descriptive statistics were generated to produce means and stanuard
deviations for each variable. Because the pastiest scores for the writing sample
showed substantial variation between the e~perimerllal und control groups, i\ was
decided that a more accurate analysis might be obtained if the writing sample
scores were broken down into three subscales. Secondly. correlations hetween the
variables were calculated, with significance fi~cd at the .05 level. The third phase
of the analysis oonsisted of analysis of variance which :lsses.'ied the difference
between the experimental and control groups on the depenuent vari:lbles, c:lrly
reading ability (TERA), receptive vocabulary (PPVT-Rl and writing ability
(WRTG). Finally a regression analysis was computeu to verify the finding~: from
the other statistical procedures.
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CHA!'TERIV
Findings and Interpretation
The purpose of this chapter is to present the findings of the statistical
:malysis of the data collected during the study and to interpret these findings. The
investigator used a number of statistical procedures to determine whether the
three hypotheses should be accepted or rejected.
DescrjptjveStatjstjcs
~
Table I shows the mean and standard deviation scores for the experimental
and control groups on the pretest items. The experimental and control groups did
nol differ significantly on any pretest item. The me:m scores for the experimental
group on the PPVT-R. the TERA and the writing samples were 5.06, 4.04 and
15.00 respectively. This compared with scores of 5.12, 3.85, and 13.90 on these
testS for the control group. PPVT·R scores are recorced as age equivalents and
TERA scores are represented by the reading age. The higheM possible score for
writing samples is 45.
Table I
Mean And Swodard Deviatjons· Pretest Scores
Experimental Cor; :rol
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
I'Pvr-R 5.06 1.22 5.12 0.88
TERA 4.04 0.67 3.85 0.68
Reading Meaning 5.05 1.50 4.15 1.53
,\lphahet Recognition 2.35 1.69 2.15 1.69
Reading Conventions LOS 0.76 0.95 0.51
W~~~~~::t~el 15.00 6.60 13.90 5.175.35 1.98 4.95 1.54
Messa~e Quality 5.55 3.17 5.05 2.33
DirectIonal Principle 4.10 1.89 3.90 1.77
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Table 2 shows the mean and standard deviation scores for the ICst items no
the posttest For the PPVT·R the mean scores for the experimental and cuntrnl
groups were 5.75 and 5.73, with standard deviations of 1.42 and 1.11 rc~pecliycly.
For the TERA the means scores and standard deviations were 4.43 and (Ull) for
the experimental group and 4.09 and 0.73 for the control group. llu~ writing
samples showed greater variation between the experiment:tl (mc.J control groups
with mean scores of 22.45 for the experimental group ami 15.90 for the conlrul
group. Standard deviatioru> were comparable at '" .24 for the experimental group
and 5.52 for the oontrols. Since there was considerable variation in the writing
scores, it was decided to examine the writing abilities of the ~:lmple in more detail.
Table 2
Mean and Standard Deviations' Posl!es~
Experimental Control
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
PPVT-R 5.75 1.42 5.73 1.11
TERA 4.43 0.89 4.09 0.73
Reading Meaning 6.15 2.94 4.95 2.09
Alphabet Recognition 3.05 2.55 3.00 1.97
Reading Conventions 1.63 0.90 1.25 0.44
Wt:~~;::t~el 22.45 6.24 15.90 5.527.32 1.77 4.30 1.1<4
Messa~e Quality 8.53 2.48 6.30 2.13
DirectIonal Principle 6.63 LSO 5.30 2.56
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Writing Sump!, AnalYSiS' Pretest
Tables 3 and 4 show the distribution of writing sample scores for the
experimental and control groups on the prelest. The scores recorded for each
subject reneet the number of times the specific writing behaviour was observed in
the three pretest writing samples. Results of the pretest wridng sample analysis
are presented broken down by specific writing behaviours.
!..jlDVltagel.evel.
Scrihble writing MoS! of the children used scribble writing in their writing
samples. Some samples demonstrated a vertical and horizontal movement, while
others included either linear mock writing or mock letters. A typical sample
covered the entire page. Nearly half (55 of 120 samples) were scribble writing,
which indicated that these children did not attempt to read their message.
~ Alphabetic representations were evident in 45 of the writing
samples. The letters were not necessarily correctly formed since many of them
were revcrsals, however, a letter formation could be recognized. Letters used were
often familiar letters such as those in the child's namc.
Recognjzj!hle word Very few children used a recognizable word in the
pretest writing stlmples. Those who were successful used words that were fantiliar
to them such a.~ "love", "Mom" or their own names. There was no attempt made to
Ctlpy a word from the environment such as the word "EXIT" on the exit sign.
~ None of the writing samples contained a word group or any
\1'10 wonl phrase.
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~ Given th:lt there ....'Il!i no instance ofa two word phrase heing usell
by the subjects on the pretest, no sentence structure W3$obs.ervcll.
Message Duality
Concept of sipns More than h:alf of the children in the study tknlUnstr:lled
an :awareness of signs in their pretest writing samples. Signs such a... !ellers,
invented letters, punctuations or drawings were frequently incurporatctl. Whl.'tl
asked to write everything they could, many children responded hy drawing. which
indicated their awareness that drawing is a form of print.
~ In the pretest there was very little evil.lencc nfrepclitivl.'ncss
in either group. Some children had a tendency though to repe~t scrihbles or Idlcrs
to make a pattern. For eX<lmple, one child made a p:Jge of circles.
Awareness of a meS-\i!ge bejng conveyed Only one child un lhe ptctl.'st
indicated an inlenlion to COItVey a message, all hough the mes.\age conveyed was
not the message that the child attempted to .send. For example. instcal.l of writing.
"this is mommy" the child wrote "mommy" bUI read it back 10 the examiner as "this
is mommy".
AHemD'S to Mcvey j! message On the pretest, 19 of the children wcre
successful in attempting to convey a message and in gelling that me!t'\:ige across.
Sentence pallerns In the absence of sentences there were cJe:lrly no visihlc
sentence patterns.
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Djrectional Prjnciples.
~Q.evidenc;e of directional principles OnJy 20 of the 120 writing samples
showed evidence of an awareness on the part of the ~hildren for directional
principles. TwenlY of the samples in which directional principles were used
<..IemonstratcO one of the following: starling at the top left of the page; moving left
to right across the word or line; or, returning down·left to locate the OeJCt starting
point.
Qne of three principles evjdent While 20 of the subjects used a
combination of two or more of the above principles of directionality. no child used
a single principle in isolation.
Reye!1ju! principle In the pretest. 19 of 120 writing samples showed a
reversal of the established direction of writing; that is, the writing or scribbling in
thcse samples showed movements going from right to left across the page or from
hOllOm to top of the page.
CQrrect djrec!ioDal principles None of the An:\lyzed samples s~owed all
three directional principles being used. Thus there were also no samples showing
the correct use of spaces between words and lines, in addition to the use of all
three directional principles.
Writing Sample Analysis - POSl1est
Tables 5 and 6 show the distribution of writing sample scores for the
experiment<l! <lod cOll1rol group subjects on the pasttest. The scores recorded fOf
each suhject reneet the number of times the specific writing behaviour was
observed. Results of the pOStlest writing sample analysis are presented broken
down by specific writing behavIours_
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language l&vel.
~ Most of the children used scribble writing in their writing
samples. A larger number (15) of subjects in the control group <:ontinued til
demonstrate scribble writing. while in the experimental group the lIumher of
scribble writing samples fell from 26 in the pretest to 10 on the posttest.
~ Alphabetic representations were evident in 36 of the posltest
writing samples. The disuibution of scores was 19 in the control group and 17 in
the experimental group.
Recognizable word Recognizable words were more prevlllent in the
experimental group, which recorded 21 examples, than in the conlrol gruup in
which only seven were found.
~ While in the pretest, no examples llf word groups were
recorded, a total of II examples were found in the pustlest. The distriblitilln <If
examples was not even between the experimental and control groups, with H
examples in the experimental group and 3 in the control group.
~ No sentences were observed in either the experimental or cuntrol
groups on the posttest.
McssjtgeOua!jty.
Concept of siers On the pretest. the concept of signs was :lpproximately
equally distributed between the experimental and control groups. However, hy lhe
posllest. the control group demonstrated a higher indl.lence of this writing
behaviour, with 27 examples as compared with the 13 examples recllrded for the
experimental group.
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~ The control group remained relatively constant in the
incidence of repetitiveness. with 17 examples in the pretest and 16 in the pastlest.
On the other hand, the exp~;r!mental group's total declined from 14 on the pretest
to to on the posHest.
Awareness of a meSSal'c being conveyed There was no substantive change
in the frequency or distribution of this behavior between the pretest and posttest.
$r.orcs for the control group were 0 and I, while for the experimental group the
incidence increased from I on the pretest to 3 on the posltes!.
~mp!s tQ CQnvey~ On the pretest, 19 of the children were
succe~ful in both attempting to convey a message and in getting that message
across. Of these, eight were in the control group and 11 were in the experimental
group. By the time oflhe posltest, the control group had increased its score to 16,
while lhe experimemal group's total had almost lripled to 30.
Semence patlerns In the absenc~ of sentences there were clearly no visible
sentence patterns.
D;rcctjQnill principles.
No-evidc;nce of directional prinmuc.s The number of samples showing no
evidence of directional principles was lower in the posuest for bOlh the
experimental and control groups. In the control group 41 samples showed a lack
of directionality, while in the expdmenlal group the number had fallen to 22,
Qne of three princ~ TIle use of only one of the directional
principles was observed once in the posuest, and this was by a child in the C':'ntrol
group.
Reversal principle In the pretest, 19 of 120 writing samples showed a
reversal of the established direclion of writing. By the lime of the posttest,
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however, this number had increased to 41. with all of the increase occurring in
writing samples from the experimental group.
Corree! directional principles. In the use of correct directional principles.
the control group showed a greater gain (from 0 to 9 samples) lhan the
experimental group (0 to 2 samples). Once again, there was no single exnmple tlf
the use of correct directional principles plus the use of correct spacing.
Inter ltemCorretaljoos
The three hypotheses of this study wefe first tested using inter item
correlntions. The hypotheses were as follows.
Hypothesis 1: Children who aTC participating in a whole language, child ccolreu
pre-school program will acquire greater vocabulary knowledge than children who
are participating in a traditional, teacher centred approach when contl'olling for
prior background knowledge.
Hypothesis 2: Children who are participating in a whole language, child centred
pre·school program will acquire greater early reading ability than children who are
participating in a traditional, teacher centred approach when controlling ror prior
background knowledge.
Hypothesis 3: Children who are participating in a whole language, child centred
pre·school program will acquire greater writing knowledge than children who lire
participating in a traditional, teacher centred approach when controlling for prim
background knowledge.
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Table 7 shows the relationship belWten the treatment (m.EAn and the
various experimental variables. These SI:UiSlics include both correlations and
significance levels. The correlation between TREAT and the outcome variable of
PPvr·R2 (vocabulary at posltest lime) was ·.065 which was not significanl. This
tc-'iult indicates that there was virtually no relationship between treatment and
vocabulary knowledge. Hypothesis one was rejected on the basis of the
corrclOl.iions.
When TREAT and TERA2 (reading acquisition at poSHest lime) were
considered, the correlation was .220, which again was not significant. This means
Ihat there was no significant relationship between treatment and reading.
Therefore, hypothesis two was also rejected.
There was a correlation of .440. significant at the .001 level, between
TREAT ami WRTG2 (writing ability at posttest time). A significance level of .001
means that the probability was only one in one thousand that this was an
accidental finding. Hypothesis three was therefore accepted.
Given these findings it was decided to investigate the relationship of the
subskiJls of TERA and WRTG with TREAT. Table 8 shows the posttest
currelalions between the various experimental variables and the prior knowledge
(XSKILL) variable which is a weighted addilive composite with three indicators,
namely PPVfl, TERAI and WRTGI. Prior skills were collapsed into one
variable. XSKILL to keep the number of independanl .. :uiables lC ;l. minimum and
til ensure stable results. TIle correlmions ranged from .121 to .833 with Ihe low
value of .121 between the XSKILLvariable and TREAT, This indicates that there
was very little relationship between the subjects' prior knowledge and the effeclS of
the treatment. The high correlation of .833 was between W[AN2 (Iangua1, .evel
at posttes! time) and WMESS2 (message quality at posHeSt time)
Table 7
Correlation Matrix- Pretest and Postlest Itemsll
PPVT1 TEl"" WRTGl PPVTI. TERA2 WRTG2 TREAT
"
SO
PPVfl UOO .. .. .. .. .. 46.279 10.00
''''2S 6.686
WRTGI .l64 36' I.lXXl .. .. .. 13.950 5.053
.<6S I.lXXl .. n"" Ll."O
TERA2 .611 .694 .493 .4Oll I.lXXl .. 38.731 7.m
WRTG2 .415 .161 .621 .252 .406 I.lXXl .. ..on 5.933
TREAT .020 .183 .100 -Jl65 .220 .440 I.lXXl 1.500 .so6
~ey: F'f'VT_Peabod~ f'ictureVoc:abuIatyTm TERA_Tast'" EalltR!ladingAbilily. WRTG-Wrilillll SempleAtlL~ •. Sutl!ll1 indicales.p<a-1ed,~2~1U.
pc.sttesl.
Noel: eonal.1ion valuelln 1owet ....lagoNJ of mallU.Iig.,;r.,.noa la-..llin upper diagonal. p».OS-· p>.00l.··
~
Table 8
Correlation l\hlrh· Posttesl htms!!' eN 39)
XSKILL TREAT Wl.AN2 WMESS2 WDIR2 RMEAN2 RALPH2 RCONV2 X SO
XSKJLl. 1.000 .. .. .. .. .. .000 '.000
TREAT .121 1.000 .. .. 1.500 j(}6
WlAN2 .476 .&1J 1.000 .. .. .. .. 5.169 Z>U
WMESS2 .m .•36 ... urn .. .. .. 7.385 2.508
WDIR2 .36, .Wl .600 .736 1.000 5.949 20449
RMEAN2 .... .m .419 370 3>8 1.000 .. .. 5.667 7....
RALPH2 .68> .012 .1.S6 .7$ .JJ6 .73' 1.000 .. J.rr'..6 2.2U
RCONV2 .m .266
.." .439 338
509 .J6S 1.000 1.436 .om
-.c-ay:XSKIU.- PrioI up*ioonce, TREAT _ T'utm....t.lft<:t, W\..AN_ Longuag'lev,1. WMESS- Mt!.$lll' quality. WDIR- W"ting o;,ec!ioro. RMEAN- Rnding
Mtaning Subscalt ollEAA MPH_ .-Jphabott RtcosJni~on SIlb_I, 01 TEM RCONV- Rtarjing Convtntiol'l Sut_I, of TEM Surr;~ z;nrjiQlu a po"nu..
IWte: Co<rtlation "aluu in 10",., diagonal 01 malti., ,;gnilicanct It..l. in upp" ";Oogon.U. p ~.05.' p. ,01 - ••
~
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subscale of the writing sample analysis. While WLAN2 refers to the unilS \)(
written language used in the writing samples, that is, letters, w(lrds or Selllellrc
types, WMESS2 takes into account the child's ahilit), tn apply these unils in
conveying a message. Therefore, an increase in the level of pcrform;mcc in 11I<.'.';c
two areas of writing at postlest time indicates an awareness of how lan~uage is
used to communicate a message that can be identified by the reader.
The treatment correlated significantly at the .05 level with RCQNV2, lll<.'
re:l.ding convention suhscale of TERA at posltesl time. This resuh renects Ihe
total group of 39 subjects and indicates that the treatment did have an effect un the
RCONV2 subscale of TERA. but not on the subscules of RMEAN2 (rcauing
meaning at posttest time) and RALPH (alphabet recognition at pOS!leSl lime).
This meant that the children in this study did improve in their ability III handle a
book and read in a left 10 right progres.<;ion. The treatment did not. hnwevcr, aid
them in their ability to f'.:ad for meaning or 10 recognise additional !cuers of thc
alphabet.
When TREAT and WIAN2 (language level subscale at post lest limc) were
considered, the correlation was .643, which was significant at thc .0(1\ level. At
first glance, it would appear from this correlation that the language I,~vel of the
writing samples was significantly beller at pastiest time for all the children in the
study. The quality of the messages had also improved since thc relationship
between the treatment and the message quality was statislic~lly significant (.436) at
the .001 level. The analysis of variance in the next section investigates these results
to determine whether the experimental or the control group w'~ influcncing the
correlation in these two subscales of the writing sample. The relationship
between TREAT and WDlR2 (the writing direction subscale at posttest time) was
not statistically significant at the .001 level. It would appear that the children's
7.
performance in writing at the top Ie£t side of the paper and moving from left 10
right had not improved significantly by the end of the study.
Analysis of variance
One way analysis of variance was carried out to determine if the Irealmen!
was signifiC'dnt. The results can be used to confirm the inter item correlations.
&:.Ji.u.J..lli
The analy~is of variance for vocabulary knowledge (Table 9) showed a
13.64% gain in the experimental group and an 11.91% gain in the control group.
From Table 10 it can be seen thal the difference in performance between the
groups was not significant. The rejection of hypothesis one was confirmed.
There wa.~ a 7.18% gain in early reading abiliry for the experimental group
and a 6.23% gain for the control group (Table 9). From Table to it can be seen
that the difference in performance between the groups on this test item was not
liignificant. Hypothesis number two was therefore rejected. The inveitigator
would like to stress, however, that the relatiunship was in the hypOIhesized
direction and, had the study continued longer Ihan 12 weeks, Ihe coefficients would
prohably have been significanl.
The greatest percent;:age gain was found in the wriling samples where the
experimental group improved 49.67% while the control group gained 14,39%.
From Table 10 it can be seen that the between group difference on this test
measure was significant at or beyond the ,01 level. The writing sample score
consisted of three sub,scales, and these too were analyzed. The language level
sub·scale indicated significantly higher, F(1,37) =24.05 p> .001, scores for the
Table 9
AbsQ!lI\e and Percentllge Gain:; in Scores he tween tbe Pretest 'loY Pmlhi\!
Experimental Control
Mean S.D. Percent Mean S.D. I'crccnt
Gain Gain Gain Gain
PPVT-R 0.441 0.718 13.64% 0.362 0.6% 11.91°/(1
TERA 0.126 0.508 7.18% 0.067 0.622 ('.23%
Read Mean 1.10 2.29 21.78% 0.1'100 1.735 19.28%
Alph. Reeog 0.684 1.635 29.79% 0.850 J.:\{)I) 39.53%
Read. Cony. 0.526 0.964 55.24% 0.300 0.571 31.5H%
Writing Sample 7.42 5.242 49,67% 2.00 4.974 14.31)%
Lang. Level 1.842 1.642 36.82% -0.650 1.53l ·13.13%
Mess. Qual 2.842 2.672 53.69% \.250 1.832 24.75%
Diree. Prin 2.474 \.926 61.71% lAO 2.91JH 35.1)0%
Table 10
Analysis of Variance' pOsllest Scores
Variable Source Of SS MS Sig
TERA Between 1 1.118 !.lIB 1.695
Within 37 24AI .659
Total 38 25.5)
PPVT-R Between 1 .0036 .0036 .002
Within 38 61.731 1.625
Total 39 61.74
WRTG Between 1 421.05 42\.05 12.16
Within 37 1280.5' 34.61
Total 38 1701.59
.. p>.OI
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experimental group. as did the message quality .~ub-scale in which F(I,37)=4.75
p>.05, There was no significant difference, F(1.37)= 1.74 P< .05, between the two
groups on the direction principles of the writing sample sub-scale. This confirmed
the ;!cccptance of hypothesis number three. Additional evidence of support for the
ucccptcnce of this hypothesis can be found in the detailed breakdown of the
learning gains presented earlier.
~
The analysis of variance (Table 10) shows that the treatmenl had no effect
on vocabulary knowledge since the variance was not significant at the .01 level. In
.u..ldition. Table 9 indicates that the percentage gain was slightly greater for the
experimental group thun the control group ill this area. The experimental group
was more directly involved than th¢ control group in using language. Children in
the experimental group continually constructed language since they were involved
in learning through everyday experiences. whereas children in the control group
learned language passively through methods such as worksheets. Verbal
interaction hetween adult and child or between children was encouraged more in
the experimental group (due to the activities in which they were engaged) than in
the control group. This socially interactive setting provided for modelling and
focused on the emulation of real life experiences which offered an excellent
opportunity for languilge development The vocabulary level for both groups at
pretest time was approximately six months above what would be expected (Table
I). Hild the slUdy continued for a whole year the treatment may have had a
significant effect on vocabulary knowiedge.
Treatment had little effect on children's early reading ability (Table 10)
since there was only a slightly higher percentage gain (less than 1%) for the
experimental group than for the control group (Table 9). The similarities in the
7"
two programs probably go some way in accounting for comparable scores. Dnth
the experimental group and the control group had stores re:.u..l to them, hUI lllli in
Ihe same way. Since both groups used the same program rooms. all children in the
study were exposed to environmental print. In addition. language cKpcricllcc W;IS
used in both groups but not in the same way. Since these traits were :llrcady part
of the pre-school program it was not feasible 10 eliminate them during the !\IUUy.
The greatest percentage gain (55.24%) was recorded by the experimelltal
group on the reading conventions subseale (Tahle 9). This may he due 10 the r;lel
thai the children in the experimental group were given additional opportunities to
work with books. For example, the dramatic play area provided IlppClrtunilies for
reading to occur in the experimental group as lihrary material!'> werc made
;:;,...ailable for pretend mothers and fathers til read to their prctend habic.~.
However. library books were not made available to the children in the control
group in this context. The children in the experimental group were encnur,lgeu ltl
use the story books in the loft and many of them were observed engageu ill peer
reading. Rending conventions include knowing where to begin readin!;, the
difference between pictures and print, the front and back of the hook, the lcft tn
right progression of print and how one page follow!'> the uther in a sequence of a
story. The traditional program focused on the ma~tery of individual skills through
a drill and practise method. While this did not enhance rcading convention
knowledge it may have contributed to the greater gain for the control gruull
(3Q.53%) in Ihe alphabet recognition subscale of TERA (Tuhle 9). Alphahet
recognition was frequently emphasized Ihrough flashcard!> and wurksheets
However, the print materials thai experimental children typically used ItJ read and
write did enable this group to make substantial gains (29.79%) in developing
alphabet recognition. It appears that during the 12 weeks of this SlUUY the
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r~petjlioos leaching method of the control group was more effective in children's
recognition of the alphabet than the child<enlred approach of the experimental
group.
Table 10 indicates thai the reading for meaning scores were almost the
~me for hoth groups (8 25% difference in percentage gains). In addition, the
higher gains for the experimental group in reading conventions (5524%) was
halanced out by higher gains for the control group in alphabel recognition
(3lJ.53%). Therefore. there was no significant difference overall in reading ability.
hUI clearly one method was beneT for one thing and the other method for another.
The analysis (Table 10) also shows that the treatment was highly significant
allhe .01 level with respect to writing. Both groups made substantial gains overall
in the writing sample with the experimental group well ahead of the conlrol group
(49.67% as compared to 14.39%). A further breakdown indic:l.tes that the greater
gains were made by the experimental group in the language level and mes..'iiage
quality subsc-Jles. The difference in percentage gain between the two groups on
the language level subsc.:tle is 49.95%. Gains made by the experiment:!1 group in
the message quality subsrnle are represenled by a difference by 28.94%. Although
lhe grealest percentage gain was recorded by the eltperimental group on the
direction principle subscale, the difference in percentage g3in between the tWO
grnups is only 25.81 % which is lower than the other tWO subsrnles. It is clear th3t
h:Jnguage level had lhe biggest difference in percentage gains, while messagr
quality was next and directional principles had the least difference. These
differences may be attribuled to the fact that both groups used books. but the
experi~·ental group had more opportunities. During story time children in lhe
experimental group were inlroduced 10 various book features such as the title page
and where the story begins and ends. Some children were observed using these
.,
book handling skills while reading in the loft. In 3ddition, the type of book reading
(shared reading) used with the experimental group may have enhanced their
language level and message quality since they were not only exposed to good
children's IiteralUre, but were given opportunities to interpret the story in their
own words. These retellings helped to reinforce the concepllhat units nf l;lnguage
are used to convey a message. Directional principles improved as lhe children in
the experimental group explored wilh writing in many ways by eventually 51:1rll0g
the pencil at the top left. moving it left to right, returning it down to the left ami
locating the next starting point. The children in the control group. however, were
lIot given many opporlunities to write. Writing consisted mainly of copying a name
on an arl creation or completing a worksheet.
In addition to the opportunities for practise previously mentioned,
children's writing performance was also enhanced through journal writing in the
whole language group. Although the journals were easily accessible they relluired
teacher interaction and this no doubt aided in the improvement of the quality of
the message over the 12 week period. The control group did nlll have journals at
all. However, they did participate in experience chart writing hut the ideas were
those of the teacher.
Regression Analysis
In order to lest the three hypotheses in thi~ study more stringently, the
investigator used regression techniques 10 examine the relationship belween the
treatment and the outcome in vocabulary, reading and writing when taking into
account the other independant variables. From Tables II to 13, it can be seen that
only the PPVT·R pretest was a significant predictor of PPVf·R posttest scores,
"
and that the same pattern was evident in the analysis of writing samples, where
:lgain, the writing sample pretest was the only significant predictor of postles!
writing performance. For Ihe TERA poStlest. both TERA and PPVf·R pretests
were significant predictors of performance. With R·Sqllare values of .579 (or the
regression f)fPPVT·R2 on PPYT·Rl. TERAI and WRTGl, and values of .603 and
.402 for the regressions of TERA2 and WRTG2 on these !>ame three variables it
can he seen that prelest scores explain approximately 40 to 60 percent of thc
vad,mee in postlest ~cores.
Table 11
Regression of PPYT.R2QO PPVT·B! TERAI SlOd WRIGl
Independent PPVT·R2
Variables • SEB Bela T SigT
PPVT-Rl 1.160 .209 .767 5.539 .000
TERAI -.330 .280 -.145 ·1.181 .25S
WRTGI .254 .399 .084 .638 .528
Mult.R .761
R·Square .579
Table 12
Regression ofTERA2 on prYT-Rl TERAI and WRTGI
Independenl TERA2
Variables B SED Bela T SigT
PPVf-RI .233 .104 .301 2.241 .031
TERAt .589 .139 .505 -4.240 .000
WRTGI .215 .198 .139 1.085 .285
Mult. R .777
R·Square .603
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Table 13
Rsgressjon of WEIGl on PPYT.HI lEBA! amI WEIG I
Independent WRIG2
Variables B SEa Beta T SigT
PPVf-Rl .081 .097 .138 -.833 .410
TERAI -,lot .{30 -.114 -.779 ,44\
WRTGI .686 .185 .584 3.703 .001
Mult.R .634
R-Square .402
Path diagrams summarize the regression analysis indicating which palhs arc
more powerful. Figure 10, shows that posttest scores were significantly predicted
by the pretest scores. This indicates that those who were more advanced in their
litemcy skills a1 the start of the program were also more advanced :at its
completion.
(::E~~""P::::\~ (~""
WRTGI . WRTG2 ,..w...
Figure 10. ~~~o~~~i~bR.rGen Pretest and PosHest Scores for PPYT-R,
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Additional regression analysis was undertaken adding treatment effects 10
the model. This was necessary 10 test the effect of the experimental treatment.
The lest was p:J.nicularly rigorous due 10 the statistical controls placed on all prior
achievement variables and. thus. the treatment effect reported was that acheived
after the cfreels of PPVT·RI, TERAI and WRTGI had been taken into account.
From Table 14 it can be seen that the addition of the treatment as an independant
variable had no errect on the PPVT-R posltest scores. The tre:ument effect on the
PPVf·R2 variable was nOI significant, therefore, the earlier rejection of hypothesis
number one concerning the relationship between treatment and vocabulary WllS
supported. The results of Table 15 indicate that PPVT·RI and TERAI are
important when taking TERA2 into account. but WRTG1 is not important in this
rcgres.t;ion. The treatment did not have any significant effect on TERAl but the
effcct was in the direction hypothesized. This reconfirms the earlier rejection of
hYPOIhesis two concerning the relationship between treatment and reading.
Table 16 indicates that the children in the experimental group were better
writers than those in the cuntrol group as a result of the treatment, even when
laking into acroum how wellihey were writing at the beginnir~ of the program.
WRTGI and TREAT have a significant effect on WRTG2 and the treatment
cr(ects account for the variance in writing over and above WRTG1. This
reconfirms hypothesis three which staled a positive and significant relationship
between treatment and writing. In the case of the PPVT-R nnd TERA postteslS.
the incrcase in the R-Square as a result of the inclusion of the treatment was
minimal. For the PPVT·R the R-Square value increased from .579 to .584, while
for the TERA the respective values changed from .603 to .615. In the clISe of the
writing sample analysis. however, the inclusion of the treatment in the regression
analysis indicmed that the treatment had a significant effect on the posttest scores.
os
The treatment effect was seen to be significant at the .OOlleve!. and resulted in an
increase in the R-square from a value of .402 when the treatment was not included
to a '..~lIue of .569 wherl the treatment was considered. 111e inclusion or the
treatment effect increased the percentage of explained variance on this v:lriable by
16.7 percent. The relationships of the pretests and the trealment to the posltest
are shown diagrammatically in Figure 11.
Table 14
Regression QfPPYT.R2 on ppvr.Rt rEBA! WRTGI amI TREAT
Independent
Variables
PPVf·R2
SEB Beta T Sig T
PPVT-Rl 1.147 .212 .759 5.398 .000
TERAI ·.299 .287 ·.131 ·Ul42 .304
WRTG1 .274.404 .090 .678 .502
TREAT -1.972 3.360 -.066 ·.57R .5610
Mult. R .764
R-Square .584
Table 15
Regressjon orIEEM on PP\7·BJ rEBA! WRTGlllnd TREAT
Independent TERAZ
Variables B SEB Beta T SigT
PPVT-RI .244 .104 .316 2.340 .025
TERAI .562 .141 .482 -3.982 .000
WRTGI .198 .199 .128 .996 .326
TREAT 1.727 1.650 .112 1.046 .303
Mult.R .785
R-Square .615
Table 16
Regression ofWBTG2 on PPVT~Rl TERAI WEIGl arid TREAT
Independent WRTG2
Variables SEB Beta T SigT
PPVT-RI .113 .084 .192 -1.343 .188
TERAI -.178 .114 -.201 -1.564 .127
WRTGI .638 .160 .543 3.985 .000
TREAT 4.902 1.331 .418 3.683 .001
Mult.R .754
R·Square .569
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Figure 11. Path Diagram for Relationship Between Treatment and Pretest
and Postlest PPVT-R, TERA and WRTG Scores
Having demonstrated the significant effect of the treatment (that is the
whole language approach) on the scores achieved by the subjects on the wriling
~:lmples, addition.11 regression analysis was undertaken to investigate the effect of
aa
both prior knowledge, and the treatment on the sub-scale components of the
writing sample analysis. To minimize the risk of sampling fluctuations due ttl the
number of independent variables in relation to the case base. the three pretest
variables were combined 10 form a single construct called XSKllL This analysis
permitted more detailed examination of the treatment effect on the three
subscales of the writing sample analysis as shown in Table 17.
From Table 17 it can be seen that the XSKlLL variable and the treatment.
with an r of .121, did not correlate significantly. Prior learning, as represented by
Ire XSKlLL variable correlated significantly with the posttest languuge level,
message quality and language direction sub-scales of the writing sample analysis.
The correlations were significant at the .01 level for language level and mess:1ge
quality, and at the .05 level for writing direction. It appears that the children in the
study had some writing awareness. This supports the theory that children acquire
some knowledge about language, reading and writing early in life.
The regression analysis findings in Table 18 demonstmte thai the treatment
effects and prior knowledge are extremely powerful predictors of WlAN2. 'Iltere
is no doubt that the result of the treatment was positive when promoting the
language level subscale of writing. Similarly, Table 19 results indicate thai the
quality of the message was innuenced by prior skills and treatment. Tahle 20,
however, demonstrates thai treatment was not quite as successful in the ca.~e of
writing direction. The only factor that seems to account for the children's
performance in terms of writing direction was their prior knowledge. This analysis
is summarized by the path diagram in Figure 12.
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Table 18
Regression of WI AN2 on XSKII L and TREAT
Independent
Variables
XSKILL .937 .250 0405 3.746 .001
TREAT 2.715 .494 .594 5.499 .000
Mult. R .758
R·Square .575
Table 19
Regression of WMESS2 on XSKJII and TREAT
Independent WMES2
Variables B SEe Beta T Sig T
XSKILL 1.130 .324 .450 30488 ,00l
TREAT 1.899 6.396 .384 2.970 .005
Mult. R .626
R·Square .392
Table 20
Regression of WDlR2 on XSKILI and TREAT
Independent WDlR2
Variables SEB Beta T SigT
XSKlLL .837 .366 .342 2.288 .028
TREAT 1.098 .722 .227 I.S20 .137
Mult.R .432
R·Square .187
.0
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Figure 12. Path Diagram for Relationship Between TREAT and XSKILL,
and Pasltest WLAN, WMESS and WDIR Scores
In the regression analysis, several instances can be noted where
relationships which were positive in the correlation lables have become negative in
the regression tables. This sign reversal is attributable to a phenomenon called
"multicollinarity". It will occur when the number of independant variables is low in
relation to the number of cases (experimental subjects). In general, there should
In: more than 20 cases per independant variable. but in this study this desired state
could 1I0t he obtained. The sign reversal was primarily associated with the TERAI
variable and the Beta coefficients when this occurred were usually less than 0.2. In
every case, the T values were less than I and therefore insignificant. The negative
pammeters should therefore be treated as having negligible effects. This
phenomenon is common in research where the sample is less than 50.
In summary, the whole language approach seems to have the most
pronounced effect on writing. Although this method does not have strong effects
on reading, the results are in the right direction. and this indicates that the whole
langunge approach is as good as the traditional approach.
CHAPTER FIVE
Summary, Implicalions and Recommendations
This study compared the whole language approach ami a traditiunal skills
based approach to determine which method best contributed to the devclnpmcllt
of children's voc:lbulary development and their reading and writing ahility during
the pre-school years. Since these are the two dominant approaches tn learning
currently being used in the early childhood field, it wa." decidetilO :lHempt In shed
some light on which method may be more effective.
The sample in the study consisted of 40 children attending a pre-schuol in
St. John's during the academic year 1988-1989. Twenty of the children were
randomly assigned to the experimental group and twenty to the control group. All
children in the sample had reached their fourth birthday hy December J I. IlJ8K
An experimental and control group pretest/posHest experimental design
was used, with a 12 week experimental treatment occurring between the prt: :Jnd
posttests. The testing instruments used were: (i) the Peabody Picture Vnc:lhul,Hy
Test-Revised (PPVf-R); (ii) the Test of Early Reading Ability (TERA), which
included three sub-scales, (a) reading meaning, (b) alph:lbet recognition. and (c)
reading cor.'Jentions; and (iii) samples of the students' writing. Both the PPVT-R
and the TERA were scored according to standardized instructions and generated
scores which were the vocabulary and reading ages of the subjects. The writing
samples wer.: scored using a researcher refined scale based on the work or Clay
(1975). The writing sample analysis generated three sub-scales: (a) langu:lge level;
(b) message quality; and (c) directional principles. All three tests were
administered at the beginning and end of the 12 week treatment period.
The experimental group was exposed to the whole language approach to
emerging literacy, while the control group were instructed using a more traditional
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approach. The groups mel three times per week for 12 weeks. with each session
lasting three hours.
During each session the experimental (whole language) group was exposed
10 print in meaningful w'a)'S through "predictable" books, repetitive poetry, a sign-in
register, personal journal writing, and simulation of everyday experiences through
dramatic play. The use of themes, activity centres and tcacher-made materials
encouraged reading and writing in a child-centred environment.
The control group was exposed to a more naditional method of teacher-
directed learning. Children received specific instructions al the activity centres
and were taught isolated reading readiness skills such as, letter recognition anu
visual discrimination. Although the children were e.,:posed to print materials in the
classroom. there was no discussion around its significance and cnildren were not
encouraged to write, Commercially-made materials were used and children
completed teacher directed tasks together in large groups.
From the results it was clear that there were no significant differences in
any of the test scores between the two groups at the start of the experiment but
that by the time of the pastiest, the experimental group scored significantly higher
on the overall scores assigned to their writing samples as well as to the scores
assigned for the writing sample sub-scales of language level and message quality.
There were no significant differences on the posttest PPVf-R and TERA scores
hctween the experimental and control groups.
Based on these results it was possible to accept hypothesis three which was
that the whole language approach would produce significantly higher scores on
tests of writing ability. Hypotheses one and two. which suggested that this method
would produce improved vocabulary and reading scores respectively, were
rejected.
."
From the data it can be secn that both the whole language uno IraJitinnal
approaches 10 emerging literacy created gains in performance over and ahove
those which would have been expected due to normal maturation during lite
treatment period. However. the scores for the experimental group un thdr
po.mest writing samples (WRTG2) were significanlly higher than thtl~e fur the
traditional group indicating thaI it was this area of literacy which was
predominantly developed by the whole language approach. Closer inspection of
the writing sample sub-scales indicated that it was in the conceptually-auvlmccd
areas of language level and message quality, that the biggest gains had been malic.
In Ihe relatively role memory dominated aTea of directional principles, ther~ W:lS
no significant difference between the two groups, Ihus ~uggeSling that ~ilhcr
approach was satisfactory in this area.
The data suggest that it is in the area of language level and mcs.~:lge quality
of writing that the whole language approach has its Slrongest innuencc. The
increased performance in these writing sub·scales is a result of the greater
opportunity to both write and to use writing as a medium of communication wilh
the teacher and significant others in the pre-school environment. This helps to
demonstrate to teachers the importance of incorporating writing in pre-schuol
programs.
Although there was no significant difference between the two groups on the
TERA and PPVf-R scores, it should be noted that the whole language group's
mean scores on both tests were higher (although not statistically significantly) than
that recorded by the group instructed using the traditional approach. It is
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interesting [0 speculate on It,~ likelihood of this improvement reaching statistically
significant levels in a replication of this experiment using a considerably longer
period of instruction. This !las implications for pre·schvol programs as it is evident
that the whole language approach is as effective as the traditional approach.
Similar results were found by Stahl & Miller (1989) when they compared basal
reading approaches to the whole language and language experience approaches
using the results of 46 relevant studies and the United Stales Office of Education
first grade studies. Vote counting and meta analysis aided the researchers in
concluding that whole language and language experience approaches may be more
effective in kindergarten th.an in first grade. These results might be applied to pre·
school education .and suggest that whole l.angu3ge and language experience
approaches play an important role in emergent reading.
The study dearly indicated thOlt the implememation of .a whole language
approach to literacy in the pre-school was feasible. in addition it should be nOled
that the teachers involved in the study were sufficiently enthusiastic about the
positive learning er.vironment that the method gene,ated. that they were prepared
in future to implement the method with all groups in the pre-school centre. even
hefore the positive ~esults of the posuesting were known. As well, there was
considerable positive feedback from the parents of the pre-school students in the
experimental group who had observed their children exhibiting reading-like and
writing-like behaviours at home.
These gains were, however. not made without some adjustments being
made on the part of the pre-school teachers. The experimenla[ teachers spenl
considerable planning time ensuring that the activities were child centred and that
the activities were able to proceed in a positive atmosphere conducive to quality
tearning. It was their observation that it took much more time to prepare the
'lh
learning env.ronment than it had previously taken to plan teacher direetell
learning activities.
Recommendations for EllrjhCr Resejlrch
Based on the results of this study and on the results of Smitl1 (1IJilt1). who
demonstrated the superiority of the whole language approach in teaching writing
in grades 4 and S. it is recommended that further Mudy in the whole language
approach be undertaken for grades kindergarten to grade 3. Further re~arch is
also required to determine if the beneficial effects of the experimental treatment
at age 4 is sustained during the primary school years. Thus. this same sample could
be re-Iested. using the same tests, at 24 month intervals until the children in the
study have completed the primary school grades.
Lastly it is recommended that inve~tigalion of the affective dom:dn he
undertaken. This would determine the effect of the whole language approach on
fhe attitudes of students towards both reading and writing.
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Appendix A
Sample Theme: Traditional Approach
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Theme: Hallowe'en
Objectives:
I. s~huid ~~~~I~nt~~~~~I~~~~~~nfc:i~~ i~d~~~r;da~I;~te coordination, the child
2. The child should be able to follow the directions given during an activity.
3. The child should be able to complete a given task.
4. The child should be able 10 use good listening sldlls during a given activity by
recalling the major points.
5. When given other possible choices. the child should choose literature in the
library corner.
Organization:
The activities in the traditional group were developed over a two week period in the
three hour daily program. The program day was organized in the following manner.
9:00 a.m. ·9:30 a.m. Free Play: As children Room 2
entered the classroom,
they played with the
toys.
9:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. Circle Time: The teacher Room 2
talked about the weather,
calendar and theme.
The register was called
and science activities
were carried out.
IO:OOa.m.-II:OOa.m. Activity Centres: The Room 1
children were encouraged
to participate in all the
activity centres.
II:OOa.m.· 11:30 a.m. Group Activities: Story Room 1
time and music were con-
ducted in a large group
~~~~n~I~~~J~~~na~lg:r~~~s.
II :30 a.m.• 12: noon Physical Activity: Running, Gym
climbing and other large
muscle play took place.
!ll4
The £f)J1owing description and three ~lanning sheets outline the activities that were
included in a typical day in the traditional group.
The children in this group used the room filled with Hallowe'en displays and
app.fopriate books in the book loft. The theme was introduced at circle lime :lllU
children were informed of the activity centres. The teacher did not make ;IIlY
reference to the environmental print in the room.
~:
The teacher selected the materials for arts and crafts ;lnd demonstrated how III
complete the product. When the activity was too difficult the tC:lcher pre-clil the
shapes or drew the shapes for the children to cut on the lines.
~~~~~m~~~cn~~d:::~ ~~h~~t~~~~ ~~i~~~~~r I~ ~~:;~~~;:,a~~~~~~:~~~~i~~~d~~l~~~~I~
~~~p~~J' ~;i~~~.8k~lb~~~vio~:~~f:~C~~m~~dmb~tr~:~I~h~s~~a~iti~~~JU:r~~~p r~~~d~~j
the playroom.
~
In a large group settin& children were taught finger plays and songs ancl were
exposed to rhythm band Instruments. They were also encouraged to sing along Wilh
records and tapes. The emphasis was on teaching new song.. and finger plays every
day.
-
Children were instructed in class size groups. The teacher usually demonstrated Ihe
science activ',;y so the children could try it at home later. Activities were not
displayed for fear of being broken.
Sma!! Group Tjme'
Although learning games such as alphabet recognition were taught in small groups
~~u~ft;t~g~ISi~~~dc~'Jd~~~J£I~~k~, ~~rk~heee~~~~I~~r:~~ b~~ks t~~e~o~efl~~~iv~;:~d
activity. .
gmR'eP~~~ read in the large group. Discussion was occasionally encouraged
depending on the familiarity of the topic. The empha... is was on selecting a hook
which fell within the theme.
lOS
Planning Sheet 1
Group: Traditional
Date: Monday,October 17,1988
Theme: Hallowe'en
Print in Room: Furniture, doors and windows in the room were labelled and
Hallowe'en words were posted. Kentucky Fried Chicken menu
d~~!:S:~fa~o2~e~~were incorporated in the restaurant in the
Rcgililcr: Children's names were called at circle time in a large group.
Writing Table: This was not available.
Craft TobIe: Children were instructed to construct ajack-o-lamern like the teacher's
model. Paper plates, buttons and Iick-nnd-sticks were
available.
Painting Tabte:Children were instructed to make moon prints using black
construction paper, toilet paper rolls and yellow paint.
Science Corner:Scie~~~eO:~sh~la;~~ ;;~~~nd~ti~:~te~~~tU~~~~a~~~i~~ t;~i~~~f~ ~;
teacher covered her eye 10 demonstrate how the brain is
fooled.
Book Corner: Tt)e ~~Fig~e~~,~~ns~o~in~al~~~~~~' p~;~~iTh~n~i%hdvJ~~
ii~e~f~~~k~f~i~~h~~nd~~~~,~eSfb~e a~~a~~~i~~%e~~~~
~utr~~f~~l~?~~~~~~h~it~~a~~~~ttJ~~u~~t~'haw~~~
the books in tbe book corner.
Dramatic Play: The dramatic play area was transformed into a Kentucky Fried
Chick~n store with menu, posters, signs and paper prooucls.
Listening Station: This was not available.
Story time: The book~ by Lorna Balian was read to the large group.
Music: Children sanga~dl~~~~~~~~i~~~oB~a~~h~~~~i~~~f~a~~~~,~~e~~:sn~~d
finger plays were introduced.
Small Group Time: Children completed a worksheet on the concepts of same and
different. All children completed the worksheet together.
!O6
Planning Sheet 2
Group: Traditional
Date: Wednesday, October 19,1988
Theme: Hallowe'en
Print in Room: Furniture, doors and windows in Ihe room werc labellcd anu
Hallowe'en words were posted. Kentucky FrietJ ChickClll11CnU
d~~J:tl~~Fa~o:~~~ were incorporated in the restauranl ill the
Register: Children's names were called at circle time in a large group.
Writing Table: This was not available.
emft Table: Children were instructed on how to make a paper bag puppet llsing a
paper bag, wiggly eyes, pompoms .md wool.
Painting Tab1e:Paint~~:~~~~id~J.aper of the same size, and two colours of paint
Science Corner;The teacher demOllSlrated 10 the class how:l plastic wurnc hlnck can
represent the human frame or skeleton, and a scurr call
represent the skin. The skin was pulled over the skeleton for
the children,
Book Corner: The :t~fJg~e.~~,~~nS~ennB'aJ~~~~~~· p~lrt~~iTh~n~i%~d.vJ~;~
was Afraid of Witches, ~abbit and Skunk and lhe Scury Rock,
Three Ducks Went Wandering, The Three Bears, Bunches and
~e~crw~fJ~IIT~~sb~~~~h~iW~a~~~~t~~~~u~~i~c~aw~~~
the books in the book corner.
Dramatic Play: The dramatic play area was transformed into a Kentucky Fried
Chicken store with menu. posters, signs and paper products.
Listening Station: This was not availab:.o:.
SIOry time: Hal1Qwe'en wjth Morris and Buris was read to thc large group.
Music: New Hallowe'en songs and finger plafis were introduced. Children sang
:~~~;;,~ recordings by affi. Fred Penner and Sharon, Lois
Small Group Time: Children completed a worksheet on the concepts of same antJ
different by colouring only the pictures that were the same.
They were encouraged to colour within the lines.
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Planning Sheet 3
Group: Traditional
Date: Friday,October21. 19R8
Theme: Hallowe'en
Print in Room: Furniture, doors and windows in the room were labelled and
Hallowe'en words were posted. Kentucky Fried Chicken menu
d~~rTr:8;~kyO:~C~~ were incorporated in tht restauran t in the
Register: Children's names were called at circle time in a large group_
Writing Table: Thiswas not available.
Cr<lfl Table: Children were instructed on how 10 make haunted houses using cereal
baltes, toilet tissue rolls and markers.
Painting Table:Popsicle Slicks, mural paper and three colours of paint were
provided,
Science Corner:The teacher brought a skeleton into the room and named the bones
for the children.
Book Corner: The ~:N~~e~~'~~nS~o~~nnh'a,i~~~~~~':;lrt~~i!h~n~i~c~d\J~~
was AIraid of Witches. ~abbit and Skunk and the Scary Rock,
Three Ducks Went Wandering, The Three Bears, Bunches and
~ue~cIh~~\~~lki~~sb~e;~~h~iW~a:~~~itAJ~bu~~it~~aw~~~
lhe books in the book corner.
Dr3malic Play: The dramatic play area was transformed into a Kenlucky Fried
Chicken store with menu, pi)sters, signs and paper producls.
Lislening Sialion: This was not available.
Story lime: o.iffD.rd's Hallowe'en was read to the large group.
Music: New Hauowe~er~~~d~h:~~~~~hir~ir:l:ni~~il~~~~Ur~~~rd~hildrenmarched
Small Group Time: Children were shown two nashcards simultaneously. The nash
cards contained pictures and when the two cards were lhe
same. the group responded "same" and "different" when the
pictures were uifferent.
Appendix B
Samples from the Sign-in Register
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Appendix C
Sample Theme: Whole Language Approach
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Theme: Hallowe'en
~
I. When exhibiting reading-like behavior. the child should be able to use the
language of literature.
2. When given other possible choices. the child should be able to select good
literature.
3. When provided with a print-filled environment, the child should be t1ble to read
and wnte naturally.
4. The child should be able to demonstrate left to right progres."jon when engtlged in
a rearling or writing activity.
5. The child should be t1ble to predict what is going to happen nellt while listening
to stories being read.
6. When given appropriate tools, the child should be able to communicate through
writing.
7. The child should be able to recognise words in environmemal print when asked.
~:
9:00 a.m.· 10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m. -1I:0Ih.m.
11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m. - 12 noon
Following circle time
and intm.:uction of the
theme, children chose
aetivitycentres. Free
pla~was encouraged.
Sm:>Jl ~up activities
consisting of science,
learning games, and story
time took place. The
activites were rotated.
Physical activity utilized
f~fl~e~~~:~ ~~~d~~~n
instructions such as "up"
and Mdown".
Music activities consist-
~~~~~!~~~i~~~~t~~ts
were utilized to encour-
age participation.
Room I
Room 2
Gym
Room 1
'"
The following description and three planning sheets outline the activities thai were
included in a typical day in the whole language approach.
!nlwlIJll:ti<ul:
A picture display of Hallowe'en was arranged around the room and suitahle bUllk$
were collected from the children's public library in addition to those books ulrc:ltJy
available in the pre-school room. The theme was introduced at circle lime and the
teacher informed the children of the activity centres from which they could choose.
The teacher also indicated the environmental print that had been Incorporated in
the classroom.
.e=
Time was allocated weekly for the reading of poetry to the children. Poetry and
chants were wrillen on charts and displayed so they could read in unison as well (IS
on their own.
~:
Big Books are either commercially made or reproduced. Procedures for using big
books were found in {'sing Big Bonksilod Predictable Books (Lynch. 19H6). On the
~~~~graYa~~e m~s~~~~r,w~~ein~~gN~;~r.inthaes:~~r~~h~Pa~~ e:~~1. d;Ji~a~i~)~er~~~~
discussed. Based on the visual information. the children were asked if they knew
what the story was about. The book was then read to the group with enthusiasm and
without interruption, On the second day the book was read again, but this time the
children were encouraged to comment and question throughout the reading
allowing ample opportunity to examine the pictures. On the third day. children
Th~e~~~~~~oJ~np:~ct~3r~~~~nt~1e~~~~~ras~a~~~~~~W~~~~;ufctf~~~;f~~t~e~di~~
on their own as well as request to have the teacher reread it in a one tin one
situation.
~eVRf~~ centre was established in the classroom where children were encouraged
to expeflment and explore with print. An assortment of writing materials and 10015
was made available. Some of the materials included paper of various shapes. sizes
and textures. envelopes and writing pads. Writing tools such as markers. pencils.
pens. crayons. coloured leads and pastels were at the cenlre. Journals were also
Cl~/h~ra~~ej~~~~r. ce~:i~i~;dinej~~r~~ll~ :S~alf~v~~o~h~ha:~~;~~it~ftoaW;~~~t~~
conversation where the teacher verbalized while writing a message to the child who
was asked 10 read it back. This reinforced the concept that print is talk written
down and that print has meaning.
Arts and Crafts'
Materials were provided at the arts and craft centre to enable the children to create
their own products. A variety of materials such as paper, crayons. paints and sand
paper encouraged children to explore wilh colour and texture, design and
construction.
IlS
play area was changed every other week to either a play-house. restaurant,
supermarket, hospital, beauty parlor or a post office. Appropriate posters and signs
~~c~~~i~~\~ ~~aed~~~u~~~ea~~g:~~~ee~~ ~~~~~:~~~~ ~:~~, re~i~~r~\~~ ~~~~tfonn~
MwkIim.<:
Durin~ music time children were exposed to finger plays, rhythm band instrumenls,
favounte songs. rhymes and chants. Rhymes and chants were frequently written on
~~~~'trnil'h'e~. t'1;;eC~e~~h~~a;o~~~~ ~~W:~ ~~~£":~~:;S;~~g~:~tra~~d. s~i;~l~~
encouraged the children 10 read the rhymes and chanls at theIr own leisure.
Science and Small GroupA~:
Following the small group discussion where children were encouraged to participate
~~~~~~~~itye~ge~b~:~:: di:~~~c:ndor;b;1~~a~iev;lcifei~~ms~\~:v~c~i~\~1;~~~~~
designed for experimentation in a small group selling as they attempted to solve
problems,
Planning Sheet 1
Group: Whole language
Date: Monday October 17, 1988
Theme: Hallowe'en
Print in Room: Furniture, doors and windows in the room were labelled.
Hallowe'en words were posted. Kentucky Fried Chicken menu:h:t:~~trcr~I~~C~~e~ere incorporated mto the restaurant in
Register: Children sign·in at the sign-in register.
Writing Table: Kent~:;k~:si,e~ra;~~~~~Jj~~~~=~d~:~~~~}i:bFe~pef, pencils, fine
Craft Table: The children constructed jack-a-lanterns using paper plates,
construction paper, crayons, red lentils, buttons, and sticky
paper shapes.
Painting Table: MOO~tI~~~~~;~s~p~~ee~~~s~~~I~~~~rt~~~:~~a~:i~~tg~i~t~aper
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Science Corner: Science was a small group activity about the brain. How the eye
sends different messages to the brain was discussed. Children
covered one eye to see the difference between them and thcn
uncovered the eye to see Ihe whole picture. Children were
~~~~u~~i:; t~~P;~i:g~~1 d~~i~~~ ~~~~ ~~elg b~lh e:ye~~ ~:~~~~
open the message 10 the brnin is fooled and the hand .lppeurs
to have a hole in it.
Book Corner: The ~:flg~e~~' ~:ns~o~~nlia~Iwn:.~~ ~~~~y~i1i,~n~i~~<\JI~;~
~e~r;~~k~f ~i~~hW~nd~~~~a~eS4~~eke u~~a~~~ J~;~e~(~~l~
~~~cr~~f:~'~~~~Sb~~~~h~W~a~~~~t~!~~u~Wit~~aw(~~~
the books in the book corner.
Dramatic Play: The dramatic play area was transformed into a Kentucky Fried
Chicken Store with menu, posters, signs and paper products.
Listening Station: Children listened to "spooky" music recorded by Raffi and
Sharon, Lois and Dram.
Story Time: At siory time the Big Book version of Hqmhug Witch by Lorna Oalian.
:;j ~~d~~~ti~~'w~: ~i~~~~~~~or~~u6~~~r~~~v~;~Jit~it~~)~~
interruptions.
Music: Children perff:~~~i~~~;se;~~I~ili~~rfl~:es y~~ £~'i;~h~hp!~::r;~~ ~UDnnd?10
Small Group Time: ~~rel~~ d~~~~~i6:~}lw~~tU~at~~sep~~~l~~~~ s~~~ ~~~e~eh~t
makes them different. A chart was developed with key words
written under the headings same and different.
Planning Sheet 2
Group: Whole Language
Dale: Wednesday, October 19, 1988
Theme: Hallowe'en
Print in Room: Furniture. doors and windows in the room were labelled.
Hallowe'en words were posted. Kentucky Fried Chicken menu
~h:l~~;ti~r~l~~c~e;.ere incorporated mte. the restaurant in
Register: Children sign-in at the sign-in register.
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Writing Table: Large sheets of orange paper, small posters for marking on the hack.
white paper, pens, pencils and markers were available
Craft Table: Children created their own versions of spooky characters using paper
~:~r. P~n:':~iio~C~~Cpel:'C~~tr:~:O~~o~s~~u~~~mSI}~t7.
crepe paper and tissue paper.
Painting Table: Three differer.t sizes of brushes and three colours of paint were
available. Children were encouraged to write about their
Hallowe'en painting.
Science Corner: The children took turns experimenting with an open block that
represented the human frame and a scarf to represent the skin.
Each child had an opportunity to pull the skin over the frame.
Book Corner: The ~~IT~~e~B;f.' ~~ng~enn~a~~:'~~ ~~~~~i1l,~n~i~~\~~
was Afraid of Witches. ~abbit and Skunk and the Scary Rock,
Three Ducks went Wanderinf,' The Three Bears, Bunches and
~t"~~h~~f:~I~~sb~~~he.iW~a~~~~tiiJ~~u~~it~haw~~~
the books in the book corner.
Dramatic Play: The dramatic play area was transformed into a Kentucky Fried
Chicken Store with menu, posters, signs, paper products and an
employee uniform.
Listening Station: Hallowe'en tapes were made available. The story book and tape
ofThe I j!lle RedHen were also available.
Story Time: The big book version of~ was read again, but this time
the children were encouraged 10 comment and question
throughout the reading allowing ample time to examine the
pictures. There was ample opportunity to request favourite
songs and finger plays.
Small Group Time: :i;;ef~O~~ lfhoekel~~t ~~~. Ch~h8~r~~m~h~~d 3~~d::r t:a~;::indivi~al charts by copying the big chart as well as creating
their own with the rest of the small group when they were
completed.
Planning Sheet 3
Group: Whole Language
Date: Friday, October 21, 1988
Theme: Hallowe'en
I',
;
I-
i,
'"
Print in Room: Furniture, doors and windows in the room were lahelled.
Hallowe'en words were posted. Kentucky Fried Chicken menu
::::lr-~~:ti~r~~c~~e~.ereincorporated mlo the reS!llur;mt in
Register: Children sign-in at the sign-in register.
Writing Table: Message pads, newsprint, journals. orange leads, pens, and pencils
were provided.
Craft Table: Children created their own versions of haunted houses oul of cereal
~~~s~ tb~ll~, t~h~~i~~~lS~u~~~~~~el;d~~' c~~~I~dli~nala~~~i:
pasta shells, markers and crayons.
Painting Table: Paint brushes and popsic1e sticks were provided. Three sizes (If
paper and three colours of paint were also available.
Science Corner: A S~~I:~gn;s~~fsUFe~t i~~~~is~~o~O~r~~end~~~r~~~~ b~~~~~e
Dramatic Play: The dramatic play area was transformed into a Kentucky Fried
Chicken Store with menu, posters, signs, paper products and an
employee uniform.
Listening Station: Ha~iojj;:nwfJ~s R:~,e H:~e a:~~a~e It~I:'W/oe~kw~~~ t~~~
available.
Story Time: Childrenp~~~}~~~.e~~c:i~~ifa~i\r:ra~~ntt~~~YAl~u~~o~hk ~a~~n~;~~
placed in the book corner.
Music: The children were asked 10 select their own finger plays and songs.
Small Group Time: ~~~\~~~ ~e~fs~~~~~~~~~~ ~I~sj~sa~~a~~~r~r~~~ds~~~~~~
different followed.
Appendix 0
Children's Lilerature
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